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Floods close university, bus routes;
county residents evacu·a te area
by Jeremy Ray
· staff IVriter
Troptcal Depression Fran ripped
throug h the Shennndooh Valley
Friday, causing widespread fla!>h
Hooding. high winds and heavy rain.
Flooding on local roads forced JMU
to close and the Harrisonburg Trnnl>it
to shut down bu~ routes until 2 p.m.
Gov. George Allen (R) declareu
Rockingham County a s tate of
emergency ut noon Thur!>day and
arrived in Harnsonburg Saturday
morning to survey the damage.
Hurrica ne Fran, which was
downgraded from a tropical Morm w
a troptcal depression, dropped 5.4
inche11 of rain in tne Harrisonburg
area, with winds gusting up to 40
miles per hour, according to Bob
Corso, WHSV-TV weatherman.
The flood forced the Department
of Emergency Service!i, the Coast
Guard and the Virgtnia National
Guard to evncuaLe people by
l~elicopter . The pnrktng lot at
Reservotr Street Field served ns a
landing pad and tran!tfer stution for
medivac helicopters.

Flooded roads prevented buses
from running on n normal schedule,
forcing students wlthout cars to
remain on campus."lt was ridiculous
to keep running the buses," sai d
Reggie Smith, Harrisonburg Transit
director. "I'm not going to take a
chnnce this time. Back in Jnnuary, we
almost had buses that got nooded,"
Smith said in reference to the Jan. 19
rains that followed the Bliz1ard of
'96, causing flash floods in the nrea
Sandbags were positioned around
Mister Chips convemence store ami
Greek Row to prevent rising water
from entering the buildings,
t~ccording to Mark Kline. building
groundc; supervtsor.
Preparutions for alternate sleeping
quaners were made for residents or
Greek Row in the Convocatton
Center, including shuttle buses to
transport the s tudents, said Alnn
MacNuu. director of public safety.
The administration was more
prepared for flooding this time than
they were m January, tvtacNutt said
Many of the purktng lots were

see FLOODS page 2

MELISSA PALLADINO/pllolo ~diror
Members of the JMU wrestling team and their friends take advantage of the muddy conditions on
Hanson Field Friday afternoon. More than five Inches of rain fell on the Harrisonburg area.

Robb SurveYs damage
Possible policy violations
raise questions, criticisms from weekend flood
about Honor Code's validity .
by Becld Kabat
contributing writer

by Suzanne Compton
srajJ_writer

Recent discoveries of possible Honor Code procedure
violations have raised questions about the vn_lidity and
effectiveness of the policy.
After the controversial handling or an Honor Council
case last s pring was made public, a faculty member
brought a simi lar case to the nttention of the Honor
Council.
The Honor Council discovered a JMU student had
been allowed to graduate after being expelled for
commiting two Honor Code violations in 1993.
In September 1993, the s tudent pled guilty to
plagiarism. The student was suspended and received an
"F" in the class in which the violnllon occurred. said
William "Trip" Boye r, a former Honor Counci l
investjgator.
A month later, the Honor Council found the student
guilty of the c;ame violation in another class, Boyer said.
JMU President Ronald Carrier then approved a penalty
of an "F' in both courses and expulsion of the student
from JMU in December 1993, Boyer said.
According to the JMU Stutltlll Handbook. "Expulsion
from the university may be imposed ... for a student'~
second or -.ubsequem honor violation."
During the spring semester, the student was allowed to
transfer credits from n community college to JMU, Boyer
said.

The Hatlt)book states, "A student who has been
expelled from the university due to an honor violation
may neither graduate from nor re-enroll in the umvers1ty
at any time." According to Boyer. a student may not
transfer credits to JMU rrom another school while serving
a su!opension or expulsion. The student petitioned Carrier
and wrote him many tellers, asking to receive a JMU
degree, Boyer said. The student graduated from JMU in
December 1994, one year after he had been eltpelled.
The Honor Council didn' t know and was not informed
of the student's graduation, said Rich Prisinzano, Honor
Council investigator. " I think this tells us there's a big 1
question as to if we even have one [Honor Code],"
Prisinzano said in reference to the two honor cases.
These two cases raise the question of whether the
Honor Code should be changed or revised and how many
other times such exceptions have been made. The
situations also rai se concern s about the degree of
penalties and how to exactly define the Honor Code and
Ci!SC procedure.
''Personally, I think we need to look at the
regulations," said Fred Hilton, director of media relations.
"In general, current rules and regulattons concerning what
constitutes academic dishonesty ond what does not needs
to be more clearly defined."
Jcrf Nobel, executive a!lslstant to the president,
expressed similar views as Hilton "Some changes could

see HONOR page 2

What started off as a quiet day at Shenandoah Valley RegionaJ Airpon
quickly turned into a busy one as a team of federal and local officials
descended on the airport.
Headed by Virginia Sens. Chuck Robb (D) and John W. Warner (R).lhe
group arrjved in the Shenandoah Valley to asseS$ the damage caused by
Tropical Depression Fran.
More than five inches of rain fell on Harrisonburg, and according to The
Washington Post. about I0,000 Rockingham County residents ned their
homes. The Coast Guard rescued 22 people from their houses.
The senators answered questions at a press conference posed by local
business owners and concerned citizens affected by the torrential downpour
that flooded the area Friday.
Director of Federal Emergency Management Assistance James Win,
Director of the Federal Highway Administration Rodney Statler, Rep. L.F.
Payne (D) and several Rockingham County officials assessed the damage.
"Mother Nature can be tQugh at t•mes," Robb said. "The greatest
damage in this area was to the roads and bridges. But now that we've been
here, on the ground, we can work with the people ~ to get things done."
President Clinton already designated the caties of Harrisonburg.
Staunton, Danville and Waynesboro as well as the whole of Rockingham
County as disaster areas, QC(X)rding to The Washingro11 Po~·t. Gov. George
Allen (R) also announced a st9te fund for aid. These two monetAry sources
will help repair the estimated $20 million worth of damage to the regional
agriculture, roads and bridges.
"Cleanup will take awhile," Statler said. "Communities are isolated,
there is Mill standing wuter on highways, and there is ~ero access to bridges
in some areas."
But it was the general consensus that the officials involved W!fll to be u

see DAMAGilJBfe ~
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More than flve 'Inches of rain ftood the Arboretum take Friday.
either closed Friday or ponions were blocked off. The new bridges were also
designed to withstand higher raging waters However. the tunnel under
Interstate 81 and pon of P-lot were flooded with several feet or water.
"The whole tunnel turned into a culvert. There was four or five feet of
water." MacNuu said. "We knew this would happen because of the January
flood."
Dining Services closed Let's Go and Unaversity Club in an effort to
maintain service with the small staff.
"We consolidate units that aren't as busy. We didn't anticipate our nonnal
crowd," said Nancy Carrier, operations director for O.hall.

speech disorders major Heather Frea' \Jid.
Sophomore communication and
. • b'
"
"We're keeping ahead of It, butlt sa 18 mess.
..
.
Semor CSD major M1mi Campbell tned to look at. ~e ~ tuve Slde•.or the
small crists. "h's been a tremendous effort We caught tt.m t1me though.
Universuy Place experienced its own sh~ of ftoodmg, but. the apartment
complex's re~tdents were prepared. Umvers1ty Pia~ managers ts!lued a memo
Thursday mght wamtng residents to m?~e thear ca~ to the Convoca11on
Center The memo sa1d the managers anuctpated parkmg lot ftoodmg due to
memones of the Bliu.ard of '96 flood.
.
.
And rt certainly d1d nood The creek runnm& between two secuons of
University Place overnowed into the parking.lots an.d on~o South Avenue
Friday, preventing students from safely leavmg Umverstty Place vta the
parking lots.
Two ap11nments on the ground noor of complex 60 also flooded.
Junior Dave Rttchie, a resident of one of the OQOded apartment'>, sa1d,
"Dorothy [11 Umversity Place manager] has called a few umes, and ' he
dropped off a vnc.
,
. .
,.
"They're going to pt4t us up at HoJo s unttlthmgs get cleaned up.
Ritchie said his only complaint is that they received no help from the Cit}
or Harrisonburg. The Red Cross and a policeman passing by did not prolfer
any aid when ru.ked. he said.

Honor _________________ Damage __~~------continued from page 1

continued from page 1

be made to improve it," Nobel said,
prove some students are subject to
referring to the Honor Code and
the Honor Code and others are not.
procedure of Honor Counctl.
These two cases also prove that if
students have connections to Carrier,
Prisinzano said the ultimate goal
would be to have a ''student· and
they may avoid charges. Prisinzano
faculty-run Honor Council "
said.
He also said he would like to do
In the 1993 case, the student
away with the final review process,
found guilty of the v1olauons held a
prominent position on campus. Last
which gives Carner the option to
approve or reject - - - - - - - - - - - - - spring, parents of
the
Honor
one
slUdent
Council ruling,
YY«
involved in o
providing
he
reduced Ho.nor
stays within the
Council ruling
stated guidelines
threatened
a
of the Honor
lawsuit.
The
Code. Prisinzano
Y
parents of the
he
realizes
other
student
said
won't
involved in that
that
happen.
case had given
moneytoJMU.
Realistically,

"Tile had
eXhaUSted a [[ OUr

ontiOnS, SO thiS iS
a.n attempt to
preserve the SYStem
and the SChOOl. ''

Boyer, who filed
be would like to
see Carrier and
a
writ
of
the investigator
mandamus against
review the case
Trip Boyer Carrier, said the
in
question
fonner Honor Council investigator ca.se was allowed
together so that - - - - - - - - - - - - - to continue in
Carrier could ask the investig•tor
court, and no matter what the
questions about the case.
outcome, "we will know where we
Boyer said the Honor Code gives
stand with the Honor System."
the president the option to dismiss
The use will go to court later this
the charges entirely or order a new
semester.
hearing if he does not agree with the
Boyer said he wanted to pursue
Honor Council's decisions. In these
this case because "I wasn't going to
give up on the system .... We had
two instances, Carrier took neither of
these actions.
exhausted all our options, so this is
an attempt to preserve the system and
Boyer said he does not believe in
lowering the penalty for a violation.
the school."
Boyer said the Honor Council has
Leah Sansbury, Honor Council
investigator, also said she doesn't
received help, advice and money to
think there shouldn't be a chanae in
help pay for the trial from students,
the Honor Code to lower the penalty.
faculty and other members of the
Prisinuno said these two cues
JMU community.

dam•

Sen. Chuck Robb speaks wtth a WHSY reporter s.turdaY after an
aertal tour of the Valley to .....,.

of troplclll atonn Fran.

efficient and effective as possible with the cleanup while rem11inrng
compassionate to the affected citizens. As Statler emphasized. "Costs ore
covered I00 percent, but we ju!lt need to be patient."
~ome residents may not have to wait long for monetary aid. thou~h . Because
Chnton. designated Harrisonburg a disaster area, residents of the c1ty ~d any
other dtsaster areas are eligible for federal aid. according to TMWashmgton
Post, including low-in~t loans for affected homeS or businesses and cosh
grants for interim housing and repairs. Homeownen and business ?wn~rs
affected by ftooding can cont.1et the Small Business Association to re:c:etve 11d.
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Local airport expands services Campaign trail '96 .
by Kristin Butke

A glimpse at election developments

staff writer

by Maggie Welter

For those students who live
hundreds of miles away from JMU,
finding transportation home usually
involves expensive airplane fares out
of Northern Virginia or lengthy car
rides.
Recent expansion of Shenandoah
Valley Regional Airport, located
about 20 minutes away in Weyers
Cave, has created a more economical
and convenient option for students
fnr from home.
Beginning July 8, airport
authorities extended the services by
implementing an expanded night
sc hedule and more competitive
prices, said Denis Burnett, manager
of air service developmenl
The airport's new services anclude
a new USAir service to Pittsburgh,
Pa. and an expanded schedule to
Charlotte, N.C., and BaJtirno~. Md.,
he said.
According to Bumeu, this time
last year Shenandoah Valley
Regional Airport was serviCJng three
to four nights per day. Weekday
departures since last year have•
increased more than SO percent to
nine flights.
As a result of the Increased .
departu~. the number of available
seats have increased from 76 to 188,
with an extensive increase in
weekend use•. he said.
In addition to the expansion of
flight services, the airport also
implemented more competitive
pricing in order to attract business
and to better compete with
Charlottesvi lle' s airport, Burnett

political r~porter
Ad Man Out ...
Bob Dole's pre~idential campaign got shot in the advertising arm last
Thursday. Hts top two ad strategists, Don Sipple and Mike Murphy, left the
campaign after campaign mannger Scott Reed announced a reorgani7.alton that
will give him and other campaign offic•als a greater role m designing Dole's
ads.
Reed and others inside the campaign had become critical of the SippleMurphy approach after focus groups and polls showed their last two ads failed
to produce excitement about Dole's economic program, according to campaign
spokesperson Nelson Warfield.
Warfield said GOP consultants AJex Castellanos. Greg Stevens and Chris
Mottola will replace Sipple and Murphy.
Open Book PolJcy •••
Vice presidential ~publican nominee Jack Kemp gave the media the goahead to scruttnize his financial and physical condition. The Dole-Kemp
campaign ~leased Kemp's financial and medical records Thursday.
According to the report, the former U.S. representative earned a total
income of $1,892,821 tn 1995 through a combination of speaking and
consulting fees, interest and his congressional pension. Kemp has assets worth
between $2.5 million and $6 mjlhon. As for his physical condition, the exprofessional football player seems to be fine.
Kemp's doctor. W. Tabb Moore. told USA Today the 61-year-old Kemp is
..unusually fit. not only was he nn athlete. he's remained active."
1'be Gnen Vote .. •
Campaignmg tn Harlem. N.Y., last Friday, Kemp waved a dollar bill and
told a mostly black group, "This is the color of the new civil rights revolution:
green."
Kemp ts using the good graces he earned when serving as the secretary of
Housing and Urban Development to lure blade voters to the GOP ticket.
In the past two weeks. Kemp visited black leaders in south central Los
Angeles and southside Chicago.
The black vote may be a tough get for the Dole campaign. A recent ABC
Washington Post poll gave Dole only S percent of that vote.
But Kemp thinks it's not out of reach. Kemp told people in Harlem II
..believe in the party of Lincoln," adding, "we're here today and have a1
obligation to the country and this community."

said.

A round trip flight to BaltimoreWashington International Akport or
Charlotte, N.C.• booked seven days
in advance. costs $202, Bumeu said.
The decreased flight prices also
enabled the airport to fill the planes
more dfectively, allowing them to
offer ~ flights, he said.
Junior
Elisa Winter of
Massachusects said, ..It's bad enough
for freshmen who are far away, never
mind having a hard lime finding a
way home. I think the lower rates and
more Oights will provide less
heartache about how to find a way
home."
As a result of the implementation
of additional flights and better
pricing, the number of airport patrons
has doubled.
..Since the marketing campaign
staned in July, there has been a 100
perC'ent increase in facility usage."
Burnett said.
In order to market the airport's
new USAir services, the Shenandoah
Valley Regional Airport authority
was granted $20,000 by the
Harrisonburg City Council on June

26, Bumeu said.

IAN GRAHAM/senior photograpMr
Shenandoah Valley ReeJonal Airport, located at Weyers Cave, now

often flleht aemce to Pfttaburlh, Pa. and expanded fiiCht schedules.

The funds were one-fifth of the
$100,000 allocated by the service
authority to the airport to help market
the expansion. Other members of the
authority who granted money include
Rockingham and Augusta Counties
and the cities of Staunton and
Waynesboro.
According to Harrisonburg City
Council member Walter Green, "We
[the City Council] backed the
transponation services because of the
industry, business community and
college community."
Prior to implementing the
expanded services, the aJrport created
a new department. Air Service
Liaison, to work with local agencies
and determine what changes were
needed

As part of the air service
development, Burnett also altended a
merchant's fair at JMU earlier this
month in order to promote the
expanded llight service within the
student body. "It was amazing to me
bow many students didn't even know

~ is an rurport in the region.'' he
said.
Although there is year-round
usage of the Shenandoah Valley
Regional Airport, students primarily
use the airport on breaks, Burnett
satd.
"Thanksgiving break is when
students reach optimal usage because
it is easier for them to get out or
here," he said
Junior
Liz
Dowling of
Connecticut has flown out of the
Shenandoah Valley airport many
times in the last few years.
Getting from JM U to New
England has been difficult in the
past, especially with the extremely
expensive prices last year," she said.
"With the changes in the airport, if
you feel you need to get borne, you
can do it with less of a challenge,"
Dowling said.
T1u: Sh~no.ndoah Va/~y Regional
A1rport is located off exit 235 on
Interstate 81 south. The airport is
aboUJ thru miks from tlw aiL

The Sky Is Fa lUna . • •
.
Stopping in Florida, President Clinton joked wit~ a group or. ~tJ~ las
Fnday, "I don't dnderstand why everybody is gomg around. ltke Chtcke•
Little: 'Oh the sky is falling!' We have problems in Medtcare because
everybody's living," he said. to laughter.
.
.
Clinton's two day swing through the state was destgned to show hu
commitment to fighting for the states' 25 electoral votes.
Love those Polls ...
For those who can't stand the wait between weekly presidential polls, USI
Today/CNN/Gallup began issuing a daily tracking poll last Friday.
As an added benefit, they claim these polls are •·more accurate" becaUS<
they use "likely voters'' rather than "registered voters," who were the pol
targets until Friday.
Friday's USA TodayiCNN/Gallup poll showed Clinton leadi~g Dole by I:
percentage points. If the election were held today, 53 percent srud they woulc
support Clinton; 36 percent said they would choose Dole.
Attack, Counter-Attack ...
The Clinton campatgn unveiled a new TV ad Friday criticizing Dole'•
economic plan and his record on Medicare and Social Security.
The ad, which airs in 21 markets, says "Dole voted to raise payroll taxes
Social Security taxes, the '90 income taJt iOCTCa.Se."
It also calls Dole's economic package, a "risky taJt scheme" that Dole wil
have to cut Medicare to fund.
Dole campaign spokesperson Nekon Warfield fired a counter-attack
claiming the ad was "inaccurate and offensive."
"BiU Clinton, who raised taxes on millions of Social Security recipients, i:
attacking Bob Dole, the man who saved our Social Security system fron
bankruptcy," Warfield said.
''This," Warfield said, "is the mast shameless ad of this political season."

Campaign Brew •..

Just in time for the presidential debates, the New Amsterdam Brewin1
Company introduced El«tion '96 Campaign Ak.
It might make the debates go down easier, but no ale on Election Day "Don't Drink and VOle," the label warns. A six-pack goes for about $7.
On the Campaign Trail compikd in part by o combination of Auoclarl't
Press, USA Today, and WashingtOf'l Post rqorts.

•
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Naked Lunch
Tues., Wed.,
Sept. 10 & 11

(9:30 Showings Only
Both Days)

The Secret Adventures
of Tom Thumb
Thurs.,
Sept. 1~

Franz Kafka's It's a
Wonderful Life ,
Thurs.,
Sept. 12

Fargo
Fri., Sat.,
Sept. 13 & 14

I'WISTfD C(J(~
.: "A TlRRIIIC---.--

Strange Brew
Fri.,
Sept. 13
AT MIDNIGHT!

The Third Man
Sun.,
Sept. 15

•
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Construction plans final; set to finish fall '97
by Julia FUz
contributing writer

'

Construction of the first academic building
of the College of ln1egrated Science and
Technology and a new Facilities Management
Building is on schedule and should be complete
by falll997
The 91,000 square-foot ISAT building, Lhe
first of many planned for the campus extension
across Interstate 81 , wall include classrooms
and faculty offices.
Students now auend classes in a ••temporary
campus," commonly called CISAT Modular,
composed of a building and several trailers.
ISAT students will auend lectures an Godwin
Hall until lhe completion of a new ISAT Lecture
hall, said Donald Cosgrove, darector of facilities
planning
The growlh of the ISAT program has taxed
the small campus. Chns Dana, a junior JSAT
major. has seen the program grow from a
~andful of students to over 300 declared majors
an the past two years He said he believes a
larger campus is necessary.
Because the current ISAT campus is so
small. ''it's getring to the point that you can't
walk around without bumping into somebody
else." Dana said.
The ISAT campus may be small, but Lhe
walk from main campus can be a struggle. Watb
only 10 minutes between classes, some students
have trouble gelling from main campus to a
class at CISAT or vice vel}a without being late.
Many ISAT teachers. however, undemand
students may have problems getting to class on
ume, said Andy Nick, a freshman ISAT major.
"They asked who would have a problem
geuang here on time on the first day," said
Nicll. "Some of them will start the class five
minutes late."

IAN CRAHAMJst-nior photograplur
Construction of the first academic bulldlnC of the Collece of lntecrated Science and
Technoloey across lntet'State 811s scheduled for completion by next fall.

To help alleviate this problem, a bridge
linking the Village with CISAT is under
construction and will open next fall when the
academic bualding is complete, Cosgrove said.
The bndge will connect to one of several
parkang lots near the academic building,
prov1ding easy access for ISAT students
coming from main campus. The parking lots,
still under construction, will accommodate
about 400 vehicles total. Students must now use
the tunnel that runs under l-81 to travel between
campuses.
Eventually. the ISAT program will expand.

Plans are already underway for a 425 -bed
residence hall, which wall consist of suites.
doubles and possibly triples. located on the east
side of the interstate. Additional academic
buildings. parkang decks and an outdoor
amphitheater are also planned.
uwe've already designed the second
academic buildang. but we haven' t received
[state) funding for it," Cosgrove saad.
Consttuction of the building will begin when
and If JMU receives fUndang.
A lack of funding may interfere with the
ISAT expansion. State funding covers the cost

Honors program holds banquet
to recognize students, faculty
by Rob Spelrs
contributing writer
Inspiration and learning were the
key themes at Wednesday's lith
Annual Honors Dinner in the
Chandler Hall Shenandoah Room.
The dinner began with welcome
addresses by JMU President Ronald
Carrier and Joanne Gabbin, director
of the Honors Program . Eileen
Nelson. the 1996 Distinguished
Teacher of the College of Education
and Psychology, spoke afterward.

JAMES MORJUS/stajfphotograph4r

Eileen Net.on, psychology
profaaaor, spoke at Wednesday's
Honor. PftCr8m banquet.

Carrier affirmed his commitment
to the Honors Program in hi s
welcome address and applauded the
Honors Program for "pushing faculty
and administrators to )ligher levels.''
He also asserted it was a "great time
to be alive in education," but
acknowledged concerns about
facilities and lack of sufficient funds
at state institutions.
Nelson's speech was the focal
po10t of the evening. She noted how
she has profited from her association
wilh students as much as the students
profited from their teaming.
On lhe subject of learning, Nelson
said one can learn much about life
from the observation of cats and
children. "Cats teach us to take
chances - we wi II usuaiJy land on
our feet- [and} to treat the world as
our playground and look for the toy
in everything."
From children, Nelson said, "we
can learn Lhat we have more respect
for a bird after we try making a nest,
that homesick is the worst kind of
sick. and that we should be the first
ones to make footprints in the snow."
Nelson used these analogies to
point out how adults often dismiss
the opinions of children and tend to
view events in the world from a
narrower perspective.
Nelson shared some of her
experiences with students who were
attempting to master what she
classified as five life tasks. These
tasks include the development of Lhe
spiritUfl dimension of life, relating
well to others, contributing to the
community, finding intimacy with
family and friends and accepting

oneself without conditions.
Nelson explained her study of
students concerning these taslls. She
said by developing their spiritual
dimension in terms of beliefs, morals
and values, students became happier.
When relating to others, students
learned not to set standards for
judgmg others Lhat they did not meet
themselves.
Making contributions to society
and others also ranked high on
students' lists of goals, along with
discovering what individuals had to
offer.
In dealing with family intimacy,
Nelson said "the material aspects of
parenttng were never cited as the
most important," and students'
favorite memoraes always concern
family interaction
The college expenence teaches
students to think of themselves as
valuable and to make decisions for
themselves rather than allowing
others to, she said.
Nelson compared life with a
transcontanental train , where
everyone is focused on the final
station in the JOUrney. "That Lrain,"
she said, "wtll never arrive at the
stataon. Instead, at as the trip itself
that makes hfe special." Nelson
urged students to stop "pacing the
aisles, counting the miles" and to
enjoy today while relishing the
moment.
,
Following Nelson's speech, the
Phi Beta Kappa award for an
outstanding honors project was
presented to Kathryn Mary McGrath,
see BANQUET page 12

of the academic buildings, but auxiliary
enterprises, including the new residence hall
and parlling lots, are provided through student
fees. JMU will issue a request for bads for the
new residence hall early next year, Cosgrove
said.
The residence hall will be ready for
occupancy in fall 1998 if all goes well.
Cosgrove said, adding that a slower production
schedule may alleviate higher tuition.
ISAT constructaon began io Much 1995.
"Originally. ISAT was supposed to be built 10
10 years,'' Cosgrove said "It's certamly going
to be a 20-year project," referring to the
completion of the new campus planned.
As Nielsen Construction of Harrisonburg
finishes the ISAT project, the General Facilities
Buildmg at Patterson and Grace streets behind
Anlhony-Seeger Hall is also approaching final
construction.
LanlL Construction of Broadway is work.mg
on the fadhlies building, which includes office
space for the faci liues planning. facilities
manngement and human resources departments.
a warehouse, a garage and construction shops.
Cosgrove praised both construction
companies, saying they worked diligently to
complete their tasks on schedule. "They've
been making good progress," he ~id.
Preconstruction blasting disrupted classes in
Anthony -Seeger Hall last year. The blastang
almost caused injury to a Breeze editor when
particles hit and broke a window in the
bualdang's basement.
Because the blasting has been completed,
Cosgrove does not foresee problems like that to
occur this year.
·
The General Facalities Bualding wall open in
early 1997. The current facilities buildings wiU
be demolished or used for undetermined
purpo~.
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Is there something you'd
like to see covered in
The Breeze?
Monday and Tuesday 8:30 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday 8:30a.m.- 5:30p.m.
Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

JMU BOOKSTORE SERVICES
• Commencement Apparel and announcements
• Distribute JMU Catalog
• Educational Computer Sales
• Fax Service
• Film Proces ing
• Gift Certificates
• Gift Wrapping
• Home Ride Bu Service
• Mail Order
• Special Orders for : Books in Print

...

.

.

Call x6127
and give us the scoop!

Customized Merchandise
Rubber Stamps

• Textbook Buyback

We accept Cash, Personal Checks, FLEX

Spring 199~.
• earn 12-18 houra of JMU credit of history, literature,
music, cinema, art, French conversation & civilization
• gain fluency In French
• live with a French family

• travel In Europe on weekends
• visit Cha~. the Chiteaux de Ia Loire,
Bourgogne, Nonnandy, and Rouen
• enjoy life In the City of Ught

Spau rMJadaiJe -- app4luf ~cl.olun II
dj;J, tUd HIIJII8!I

Not evei}'One can get into our outfit. But if ~·ve got vvhat it
takes to become a United States Marine OffiCer, you could get
the ultimate whtte collar job. To fill this position you have to be
smart, tough and able to handle a tremendous amount of
responsibility. In short, you have to be a leader. Officer Candidates
School (OCS) is where you'll develop these skills. See if yqu've got
what it takes to be a Manne Officer. It could be the perfect fit.

I

Opeo Informational Meeting:

September 17lh

4:30-6:00 p.m.
Taylor Hall/ Room 400

For more details, contact:
. .........

• .....

Office of International Education ~- Paul Street House (x6419)
Mark Facknitz, Paris Director - Keeze11418 (x6298)
Gerald Farrar, Faculty in Residence - Keezell 223 (x6110)
or e1114il: cicconjbejmu.edu
0

MAR I NE

OFFI C l !Z

M eet Captain Harwell and Gunnery Sergeant M cNeil
from 11 am to 7 pm at the V\41rren Campus Center on
September 9, 7996 or call 1-800-542-5851
for more information.
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life is

A CBRnfiCATB...... 1l!s:f lOUR DcVa
To SUCCBS$
PHRsaNALLY 4 l'lloFRsSTQNAUY !

going to

The Counseling and Student
Development Center

otTers a Certillcate Program
in Interpersonal Skills

1n

HarrisonbUrg.

Commnnlc:•tloa Sldlls, Sell-Esteem, Auertlnaea
Crou.Cultunl Iuaa ba Rmtlo•ahlp1
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mow a.. A~.~J~.CNA& BALL • fill
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!)our Xame 7/erfl

L

ROLL

F~ee Delive~yf

1 Q0/0 off deliver~ orders
over $10

LL-\nch bt-\ffet $4 .50
Weekday evening bl-\ffet
onl~ $6.95
Ofte,. expi,.es Septembe,. 30

'

f:'/~inlng Series -Thurs., $Bpt. 12.oybex and Cybex
Tues., $!~Pt. 17H.8fflnwr.ao,h aa... atQ91J!:J.~
•
•pump "It YJ)Ur knowledge on tht w.st ~ u new
Recr8atiOn Cenrer.

Fitness ASBistant Trslnlnll ~~ram • FiTSt class m8Ms
Wed., Ssptember 11 7:00p.m. i; lhfl
. Genter. Rm. !2B.(Four
slots stll opa1.) ~ FOf anyone interested beconung a Fitness
Assistant In UnlYersity Reoraation.
Fitness Chfllenge - Seot. 9 and 23. 7 p.m. Rec Center
Let UREC help get you ~arted in a fitness program.

Wen.·
Welln• NIRhl· 1'1Jc.ri., Salt. 19, 7-tt p.m.; slgtHJpS B p.m.
I

Event&lriCIUd8fi'ldoor ~;fiee welgt:tt competition, 1.6 mile
run, raquettiill, VOII'eyball, ~ tennis arid basketbd.

wlh r-eNJ•
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IN BRIEF

OUKE

OAYS

MONDAY

9

!TUESDAY

10 1

e Science Fiction Fantasy Guild meeting, Taylor Hall. rm.
402,7 p m.
• Student\ lor Camp I lean land meeting. Taylor Hall, rm.
306, 7·8 p Ill.
e

Soc1et> for Human Resource Management meeling. Zane
Showker Hall. nn. 102. 4·30 p.m.
e eQUAL meeting. Taylor Hall, rm 311, 5 p.m
• IABC welcome meeting wuh free p1na. Anthony-Seegcr
Hall lobby. 5 30 p m
• Circle K meeting. Harrison Hall . nn. A-206, 5:45p.m.
For more mfomlnllon. call Heather at x5942.
e Phi Ch1 Theta rush event: free billiards, Taylor Down
Under. Comer Pocket, 7 p.m. All business majors interested
in rushing may attend. For more Information. call Meli!.sa at
x5253.
• Psychology Club meeting, Maury Hall, nn. 101,7 p.m.
For more infonnat1on. call Heather at x5942.
College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 306, 7:30
p.m. For more information, call Jason at x7726.
• Open Mic Night, Taylor Down Under stage, 8-10:30 p.m.
e "Naked Lunch," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 9:30p.m .• $2.

ALICIA JIOOOistaff arrut

e

!WEDNESDAY

11j

e

Brown Bag Lecture "Museum of Amencan Frontier
Cullure: Opportunities for You," with Catharine Brown,
director of research and collections. sponsored by Honors
Program, Hillcrest House. noon. free.
e "Sex Awareness· STDs and Date Rape," sponsored by
Zeta Phi Beta and Peer Educators, Taylor Hall, rm. 304,
6-8 p.m.
e Phi Ch1 Theta rush event: professional speaker, Zane
Showker Hall, rm. 104, 7 p.m. Professional dress required.
fl'or more information, call Melissa at x5253.
• "Naked Lunch," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 9:30 p.m., $2.
e "Counterpoint.'' sponsored by UPB , Taylor Down Under
stage. 8-10:30 p.m.
• Phi Ch1 Theta executive meeting, Zane Showker Hall,
rm. G-3, 9: 15 p.m.

!THURSDAY

121

e Food and Clothes Drive, sponsored by Zeta Phi Beta, the
commons, I0 a.m.-4 p.m.
• Baptist Student Unton Thursday Night Fellowship.
Baptist Student Center, 5 30 p.m.
• Pre-Pharmacy Society meeting, Miller Hall, nn. 208, 7
p.m. For more tnformation. call Jennifer at 574-3345.
e Black Comedy Tour featunng comedians Amez J. and
Shuckie Ouckie, Warren Hall , Highlands Room. 7 p.m.
• "Secret Adventures of Tom Thumb," and "Franz Kafka's
It's a Wonderful Life," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall
Theatre. 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., $2.

Clinton addresses Florida seniors
with proposal to protect Medicare
SUNRISE, Fla. - President Clinton may have lost h1s
baule two years ago to reform the nation's health care
system, but he told senior cititen in south Aorlda he w1ll
protect Med1care and improve the guality of managed care.
The pres1dent mocked those who fret about mcreasing life
spans draming the Medicare fund.
" I don't understand all this hand-wringing," he said.
''That's a high-<:lass problem if we got people livmg longer
and being healthier and hanging around and doing things.
"I thought that was the point."
During a two-day tour of five Florida cities, the president
talked about literacy and computer access to a crowd at a
Tampa High School before Oying to South Florida to talk to
seniors at Sunrise Musical Theater, just west of Fort
Lauderdale.
Friday, he planned to address a Baptist convention in
Orlando and a crowd at a nearby community college. then
attend a fund-raiser before Oylng to Panama City, in the
conservative Florida Panhandle. The campa1gn swing hirs
most of Florida's television markets.
The president made it clear health care is still near the top
of h1s agenda. even if he has changed his strategy to a
piecemeal approach.
He adnowledged managed-care programs have brought
drastic changes to medical care.
''We have to make sure the changes don't lead to a
decline 10 the quality of health care," he said.
He announced he would establish a Cabinet-level
adv1sory commission to study the quahJy of health care from
managed-care prov1ders He said Amenca should have a
health care system "that we can afford and one we can be
proud of."
Clinton also endorsed legislation to prohibit health
msurers from restricting doctors from telhng patients about
. alternative treatments and referrals.
-AP/new finder news service

Navy SEAL trainee commits murder;
jury recommends 82-year sentence
VIRGINIA BEACH - A jury recommended Friday that
a former Navy SEAL trt~inee serve 82 years in pmon for
abducting and murdering a Georgia college student
vacat1onmg here.
The Circuit Court JUry said Dustin A. Turner should . erve
45 years for first-degree murder in the death of Jenntfer
Evans and 37 years for the charge of abduction with intent to
defile. Each charge had carried a penalty of 20 years to life
10 prison
The JUry deliberated 8 In hours over two days before
returning 1ts verdict Thursday.
A JUdge will fonnally sentence Turner on Nov. 6.
Turner, 21. of Bloomington. Ind., testified that a fellow
SEAL trainee killed Evans in June 1995, adding that he
helped dump her body in a Newport News park 30 miles
ftom the Virginia Beach nightclub where she was last seen
alive.
Prosecutor Robett Humphreys disputed Turner's
contention that he and Evans were talking 10 his car 1n the
nightclub parktng lot when a drunken Billy Joe Brown got
into the back seat and suddenly killed Evans by snapping her
neck Brown is from Dayton, Ohio.
lie sa1d Turner and Brown liked to have group sex with
the same woman and planned to ha~e a threesome with
Evan~ after they met her at Lhe club.
Turner realized Evans wasn't interested and dec1ded to
pursue her on h1s own, Humphreys sa1d. But Brown ins1sted,
got mto the car and choked Evans just enough to make her
unconsciou-;, the prosecutor said.
Turner then drove to a back street in Virginia Beach.
where the two men began ~ mole 1 Evans and strangled her
when she awoke and struggled, Humphreys sa1d.
Brown was conv1cted of murder in June and sentenced to
72 years 1n pnson. He blamed Turner for killing Evans, a 21year-old premed student from Emory University in Atlanta.
- AP/newsflnder news service

. .. a preview
• News: SGA treasurer election results- Will there be a run-off election?
• Style: Center spread on. f~lt television lineup with previews of upcoming series
• Focus: Premtere of Rehg10n Page featuring viewpoints on Christianity and Islamic beliefs
•

--------
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#8. WeOffer
National Brands

At Fair

More to COII1e.

Gihs GAlORE I ... BiRrlidAy, ANNiVERSARY,
Jusr THiNkiNG of you" GifTs, foR DAd, MoM, GRANdMA,
ANd EVER)'ONE SpEciAl TO you.

11

FREE GifT WRAppiNG, 50o/o DISCOUNT ON shippiNG CHARGES
foR ORdERS OVER $20.00.
BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE 200A> OFF PURCHASE THRU 10/1 5.
(RequlAR pRiced MERCHANdisE oNLy.)
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SGA Election Preview
Student government, class coUncil offices up for grabs
by Brad Jenkins

_ _ _ __.!::SGA rY!!!!Jer_ _ _ __
After several days of campaigning, Student
Government Association and class council
candidates will face the voice of the electorate
1\Jesday in campus-wide elections.
EJections for SOA treasurer and class
officers will be 9 a.m.-4 p.m on the commons
tomorrow, while senator elections will be held
at night 1n res1dence halls, SGA President
Dave Baker said.
The election for SGA treasurer is being held
to replace Matt "Danville" Montgomery, who
died this summer.
Because there are several "very strong
candidates" runn1ng for treasurer. Baker
expects this week's election will onJy be the
fi~t rouna of treasurer elecuons.
According to the SGA const itution . a
cand1date for an SGA executive office must
rece1ve more than SO percent of the vote to win.
Baker said a run-off election IS scheduled for
Sept. 18 between the top two candidates in the
race for treasurer.
Treasurer candidate Gary Basnett said he
wants to streamline the SGA treasury by using
more technology.
" I want to automate the accounting
procedures with more computer technology,"
he said. "I believe I am the cnndidate that can

do things to c hange the way SGA does
business."
Andy Sorensen, also a cand1date for
treasurer, said his focus as treasurer would be
spending student fees responsibly.
"My main objective is to practice
fiscal responsibility of student fee
allocation," he said.
Through his observations as
an SGA senator and finance
co mmittee
member,
Sorensen said he wants to
"eliminate
wasteful
spending."
Kristi n
Brannen,
treasurer cand1date, said
she wants to " he1ghten
awareness" about
the
critena for allocntang funds
"Part of the reason I
dec1ded to run is there was a
lack of consistency [last year] 1n
funding from the contingeQCy fund,"
she said. "The senate as a whole didn't
understand the criteria ... Brannen would hke to
see a workshop given about SGA finance rules.
Class officen also will be elected TUesday.
According to Kim Wilson, director of class
government, class councils are Important
because they plan educational workshops and
social activities for each class.

Each class. with the exception of freshmen,
also has a major event to plan. Wilson said
Sophomores plan the ring premier. juniors plan
the p1g roast and semors plan the '97 Days ' ul
Graduation party.
This year the class
governments have a $1,500
budget per class, unlike
past years when class
councils did nOt have a
budget. Wilson said
Ant1one11e
Wormley. senior
class presidenual
candidate, said she
wants to plan more
educational
workshops
and
scholarly speakers on
campus. She also wants
to involve more seniors in
community service.
"If I say I'm going to do
something. I 'll do it; I'm
dependable." Wormley said.
Misty Benna. another senior class
presidential candidate, said her campaign is
bu1lt upon class unity. "I want to make sure all
students are aware of and given the opportumty
to participate," she sa1d.
Sophomore presidential candidate Will

Greco wd he is very interested in the parking
problems on campus. "This will be a big issue
1n years to come. If wtllon't do something
now, it'll become a bigger problem."
John Judah, a sophomore pres1dentlal
candidate, said he is mostly concerned with
communication between the senate and class
councils. "I want to get some better
commumcation between SGA executive
counol and students.''
According to Wilson, class presidents serve
as SGA senators who can vote. and vice
presidents serve as representatives who can
voice opinions but have no vote at senate
meetings.
Applications for class officers were due
yesterday evening. and the slate of class council
candidates is still incomplete. As of last night,
there were no candidates for sophomore clas
secretary or treasurer. There were also no
candidates for the positions of vice president,
secretary or treasurer in both the junior and
sen1or classes.
Wilson said she would tty to convince some
candidates to change positions and run
unopposed, guaranteeing a class counc1l
poSitiOn.
"For the junior class. I'll call people I know
and see if they will run," she sa1d.

see SGA page 12

Treasurer
•

Gary Basnett

Kristin Brannen

• Automate the accounting process
within SGA by applying greater
revels of computerization. .
• Increase the cohesiveness of the
SGA treasury internally and with
front-end budgeted organizations.
• Work to find alternate parking
solutions for students.
• Enoourage students to voice their
opinions to faculty and
administrators and continue public
opinion forums.

• Work to make this year's Finance
Committee more consistent,
professional and unbiased.
• Inform all student organizations
of the criteria to be eligible fot
contiAgency funds and front-end
budgeting.
• SGA needs to live within the
front-end budgeting constraints it
places on student organizations.
• SGA needs to make student
needs and desires the first criteria
for distributing contingency funds.

Andy Sorensen
• Demand fiscal responsibility for
all SGA-all~ted student activity
fees.
. • Endorse fai r, consistent
allocation of the SGA contingency
fund.
• Support finance bills that will
affect the majority of the JMU
community.
• Provide for a smooth running
front-end budgeting process in the
spring.

I
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More to come.

Sheetz Makir?g rt a.151e,·everyday.'

VOTE
TOMORRO
ON. THE ·
COMMONS
There's a lot of people
talking...
...but do p_ou like what
they re saying?

GOTOOmCER
TRAINING

BLA~
BLA~
BLA~

Cast Your Votes for :

Executive Treasurer
& Class Officers
of the SGA

September 1 0

SCHOOL.

Put your college
degree to work In the Air
Force Officer Training School.
Then, after graduating from
Officer Training School, become a
commissioned Air Force officer
with great starting pay, complete
medical and dental care, 30 days
of vacation with pay per year and
management opportunities. Learn
If you qualify for higher education
In the Air Force. Call
AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-. . . .13-USAF

''
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Faculty_ __

.Banquet _ __
page 5
a 1996 graduate, and junior Amy Basalla
received the Honors Prognm Service Award
Student reaction to the event was positive
Freshman Rachel Montgomery said. "Dr.
Nelson's speech was mteresling, and I liked the
pomts of simple wisdom she talked about."

continued from page 5

continued from

Also dJsc:ussed at lhe meeting:
• Two amendments to the Facully Senate
Constituuon did not pass last spring because the
Senates did not meet quorum The Senate
passed a motion to retneve the text of the two
amendments from the former Nominations and
Elections Comrruuee chairperson and conduct a
new elecuon.
• The Senate also decided to postpone the
election of a University Curriculum Council
repre entallve from the College of Education
and Psychology until the next Faculty Senate
meeting. Meanwhile, senotors from the College
of Educat1on and Psychology are asking their
departments for nominations of faculty
members to serve on UCC.
• The Senate decided to collect $I from each
faculty member for the Faculty Senate checking
account. The money witt go toward paying for
the medallions given to the valedictorians.
memonal gifts and other Facully Senate
expenses. Senators will collect the money from
their respecuve departments and send the
money to Robert Lembright, faculty senate
treasurer.

SGA _ _ __
page 10
Senators are responsible for representing the
opinion of their halls through weekly senate
meetings.
Before entering the election, candidates had
to return an application form. Baker said.
A change was made, however. in thi!i year's
process. Baker said a peti.tion with 50
signatures is no longer required or senate
candidates. The change was made because most
signatures usually came from outside of the
residence hall a person would represent. which
was not the 1dea bch1nd obtaining those
signatures
continued from

Due to tht! mdt'mt'nt wt'athu caustd b\'
troptcal dt!prnston Fran on Fnday, tilt
appltcation d~adlm~ for candidatt!S was mo'·~d
· to Sunday t!W~mng. All caruJidatt!S could not ~
contacted for cotnmtnt bt!fort dt!adline.

A mor~ m-d~pth look at th~ Post-T~nur~
R~ vtew Poltcy wtll app~ar tn an upcommg

issue.

Do you want to write for
/

/

/

/

Tlte news section
and review all
for the
five-person panet

otc:c::~c: ucw~ ;'
/

Attend a news meeting today at 4 p.m.
at The Breeze office
in the basernent of Anthony-Seeger Hall,

For more .•
~~~~&"
•
you can votce
your
Stacey, Hristep or PaM&U!.
IJ._......

-orCall Stacey, Kristen or Paula at x6699 and give
us your story ideas!

.....
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#15. Our Food ·
Is All

Made-To•

Man: to COine.

&lstcr 1987. Age 5

Easttr 1988, Agt 6

Easw 1989, Ag( 7

lonen uaDenham

Ktllcd by a drunh dnver on Good Fnday, March 29, 1991, at
Colltee Park Dnve and Hwv 19 North m Mcndum.Miss
If you don'L stop your fnend from dnvtng drunk, who wdP Do whaLever u takes.

.

Feeling lost
in. the· crowd?
-

I ~

1

HUNDREDS OF TITLES
TO CHOOSE FROM!

I

Being in a new place can be
both exciting and overwhelming.

If you would like to meet with other
transfer students who are
feeling the same way, join the

lncl"'ding Aretha Franklin, .Joni
Mitchell, Otis Redding, Tom Waits,
Van Halen, Prince ... and many more!!!

Transfer Student
Support Group

I

in the Counseling and Student
Development Center.
Call 568-6552 for more information.
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An "l'd-laugh-if-they-bit-back" dart to the
students who were biting off roses from the Samuel
Duke rose garden during the heavy rains Friday.
Don't you know that bitmg rose stems could harm
your tooth enamel?
Sent in by a faculf) m~mber who lwd reponed for
work l>t'forr classes were caJrceled and saw the bitin~-:
bandits.

Pat...

Iraqi bombing election ploy?
seems a bit suspicious that the United State~
would bother involving itself in a confrontnuon
with so many possible dangerous outcomes and so
few potential positive ones.
At the end of the Persian Gulf War, the Kurds.
Clti£ens of fraq, rebelled against Baghdad. intending to
set up an independent counLry. Iraqi forces were about
to quell the rebellion when the
u
UnHed States drew a li ne south of
the city of lrbll and warned Hussem
.
not to eros~ it, therefore
O'tl
es~ab11shmg an enclave where the 4
m1lllon Kurds were protected.
Unlll two nval Kurd factions
began fighting over who would
control the land. The United States
forced a cease-fire between the
·
factions last year. but it buckled in
late July.
Iran supports one faction, the Patriotic Union of
Kurdi stan . and allegedly armed them with mi litary
weapons. Aug. 17. PUK and Iran assaulted the other
Kurd group. the Kurdi stan Democratic Party. Losing.
and rccc1ving no help from the United States, the KDP
called upon Hussein for help, who, agajnst warni ngs
from Washmgton, D.C., s1ded with the KDP and
pounded Irbil, taking control of the city Aug. 31.
Iraq pulled out Sept. 2, but the United States said the
Iraqi military presence was still strong in that area.
Tuesday, the United States fired a total of 44 cruise
missiles to "punish" Hussein.
A terrible situation? Yes, but not one unheard of in
the Middle East, Central America and many other areas
of the world. So why the interest in Iraq?
Polls show more than 80 percent of American s
support Cli nton 's decision to attack Hussein. How
many of those polled know what's really going on or

I

t

what principles the PUK or KDP stand for'?
h seems our firmness is an election ploy.
Is it so unthinkable that Clinton has attacked Iraq in a
re-elccuon campaign effort? In Troy, Tenn., he told a
cheering crowd about some of the actions the Un1ted
States was taking to battle Hussein. accordi ng to Timt!.
But how could supporting some unheard-of fac tion
possibly benefit AmericanS"? It
seems thi is just a test of wills
between Washington and Baghdad.
Oj
And isn't it more likely that the
so percent. plus people who
supported Clinton d1d so because
they dislike the Iraqi leader of the
. 1
GulfWar?
•
Is it worth it? Threate ning
, "
Hussein to show our muscles? It's
not worth our so ldi er~. o ur
classmates, our rclati ves. Ir 's not
worth murdering innocents with 44 cruise missiles.
It seems good timing for CTinton to make such a
move. llis political strategist. Dick Morris. recently
brought negative attention to the Clinton campaign by
alleged!) involv ing himself in a sex scandal. So.
Superman Chnton redirects our attention to his heroic
act of destroying the evil forces on the other side of the
world, raising nationalistic feelings in voters' hearts.
Those who spoke publicly on behalf of the United
States' actions said we did what we did to make
Hussein "pay a price." But should we kill innocent
Iraqis to make a point? Some 80 percent say yes. But
what happens if Hussein attacks our counu;¥? Who is
really going to pay the price? It hardJy seems worth it.

Those who spoke
pubfzc/y behalf the
United States, actions
said we did what we did
to make Hussetn pay a
prtce.

The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial
board which consists of the editor, managing editor and
the opinion editors.

A "siC liar" pat to the Marching Royal Dukes for
their spectacular performance of the "Star Wars"
theme during halftime at the football game Saturday.
Sent in bv students who think Jolm Williams would
be proud

Dart...
A "keep-your-cancer-out-of-my-face" dart to those
who think smoking in the stands during athletic
events is acceptable. [f you want to kill you~elf. go
ahc.td, but keep orhers out of it.
Sent m by a student who would like to slrove your
nasry-smel/ing habit up your nose.

Pat...
A "nice-try" pat to the fraternity brother who
almost got away with his halftime peek-show. If you
had only run a little faster ...
Sent in by students who love to see traditions
carried 011 year after year but lik~ it beuer when the
guys get safely back to Greek Row.

D11rt•••
A "who won?" dart to The Washington Post for
not including late-game scores in their sports section.
It's very difficult to foUow the wild-card race when
you don't know who wins or loses.
Sent in by an avid Red Sox fan who is desperately
trying to follow his ream. •
I

Pat...
A "fun-in-th'e-mud" pat to everyone who had the
spirit Friday to play outside in the heavy rain and
rising water. Touch football and Frisbee will never be
the same.
Sent in by a student who thinlcs everyone should be
covued in mud from head to roe at/east once in their
life.

OP/ED
LE'I"I'EH

'f'()

'f'IIE Elll'f'<>H

Money spent on UREC could have
been better spent on other things
To the Editor:
So, there's a brand new UREC building looming menacingly
over a. h~mble f~~nt of Harrisonburg known as JMU. ''This
$18 mtlhon building, lauded one cheerful tour guide. "is your
building! Built entirely from student fees!" And while the crowd
applauded and stared wide-eyed at the towering marble
monolith of buff wonder, I wondered to myself ..But 'what If I
didn't want this new building?"
'
What if I wanted, say, a table on which to eat my lunch, or
better yet, a lunch to eat at a table. The other day r entered Dukes
a hungry man, and left a hungry man. After being swept into the
m~lst"?m. of congested flesh and confused, twisting lines that
sw1rl w1th10 Dukes, I spent the nex.t 20 minutes not waiting in
line, but trying to ·escape the people.
After suffering minor wotlnds and inflicting trauma on a few
people who didn't know what "excuse me" meant, I burst from
the congealed mass like a fur ball spewing from a choking cat. I
ended up at Taco Bell.
Or. what if I wanted a seat In my sociology class. because
about five students have to sit on the floor. Gee. they were kind
enough to provide me with a book (which I had to pay for), and
even a teacher, who I might meet one day, but ... ahh ... the
sweet thought of having a seat.
It doesn't need to have a foot rest, or gold inlay. Comfort is
not even a priority, but, something better than the cold, hard tile
flooring. Then again, how can a university be responsible for
providing seats for 100 students crammed into a room which
resembles an overcrowded sweat shop? I mean. It simply doesn't
have the money for that, well, except for those srudent fees.
But, I should stop thinking about myself and consider the
quandaries of othea living here on campus. Yes, those who have
noT one roommate, not two roommates, but some 37 roommates.
All sharing one commode, one shower and, who knows, one bed.
It's all about community, I'm sure. Meanwhile, a determined
and patient Office of Residence LiFe at the will of the
omniscient, does its best to provide for the surge. If only we had
another building, another hall. one that didn' t have purple and
gold weights in it.
·
Wben the university generously gives students charismatic
offerings Uke the new UREC center, I do hope it's after JMU has
provided some basic needs IIJce food, shelter and an education.
Kurt Hellier
Mnlor
art and philosophy
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Sidewalks could be hazardous
I think there should be a section in the Stu.d~nt Handbook
about the sidewalk vehicles titled, "Uving Amongst Our FourWheeled Fnend$." In this section. students could learn the
important rules of sidewalk survival. For instance, on the
sidewalk. vehicles have the right-of-way. much like pedec;trians
have the right-of-way on the roads.
Even with this in mind, it's still difficult to acclimate to the
vehicles' company. I've dabbled with ways to encourage them to
return to their asphalt habitat. I've walked really slow right in
front of them. This they checkmate by tail-gating.
I've pretended to get run over, but they must not look. in their
rearview m1rrors often because they don't stop. Maybe they just
like the idea of hit-and-run. Once I got some of my friends to
-Labra L. Wade
stand idJy in their way, but the intimidation or the four· wheeled
beast was tOO much, and we chickened out and let it pass.
Have you ever noticed that some of the sidewalks the trucks
Call me crazy, but where I come from, sidewalks are for travel on are too narrow for them to fit? They straddle the liule
pedestrians. You can walk down them with some comfort in the strip of concrete leaving tire tracks on either side. I think th1s
fact tltat any vehicles you see will be tucked carefully away on behavior is weird.
the road. It's really a novel idea. Well, things are different 1\ere.
I've had numerous niglttmares about the vehicles. In some
Cars, maintenance trucks, high-speed lawn mowers, motorized dreams. I'm being chased by them across the Quad and around
skateboards and scooters that look like really bad science JAy MOORFJcoltlributing artist the stadi um . And like all
fair projeds, try to blend right in with those on foot.
dre.ams where you're trying to
I will focus mainly on the maintenance trucks. They
run, I'm in slow motion. and
always seem to travel on the sidewalks of the most
the vehicles. represented in my
congested areas of campus, Uke outside D-hall at noon. The
dreams by big. white trucks
drivers of these trucks take great pride in their ability to
and monster skateboards. are
drive over curbs and between trees and barriers, which in
going about 300 mph. I
tum, appear to be in place to keep such vehicles off the
always wake up in a cold
sidewalks.(?)
sweat before they run
I' ve tried to speculate what they 're doing on the
me over. I
sidewalks to begin with. I thought they could be joy-riding,
wonder if other
but they seem to be in such a hurry sometimes. I thought
students suffer
they could be avoiding rush-hour traffic, but this is
from the same
Harrisonburg. I even thought they could be offering rides
trauma.
to students who have a long way to walk, but the vehicles
It' s a fact of
are always full of mulch, flowers, tools or garbage.
life we all have to
With this in mind, I decided some of them must be
live with here. The sidewalk
prowling campus to find various places to maintain. But
vehicles duck in and out of the
there are ruads all over campus to accommodate them:
shadows side by side with us. I can't
why do they choose the sidewalks? Maybe they just like
help but think it's a dangerous practice,
too see the students run to get out of their way. Whatever the · mainly because I don't want to get my feet run over.
reason, students have adjusted to them over the years, and the
Plus. if I'm going to be in danger on JMU' s sidewalks, I
vehicles have integrated into a permanent sidewalk menace.
might as well rake more classes at Anthony-Seeger Hall and take
The point is, anytime you take to the sidewalks around here, my chances crossing South Main Street. At least I' m supposed to
your life could be at risk. ln order to survive. you must realize have the right or way there.
there is a partnership at JMU between those on foot and those
with wheels. The foundation of the partnership is simple. Stay
Laura L Wadt is a sophomore moss comnumication mojor
out of the vehicles' way. and you won' t get run over by one.
and the opimon editor.
Some things at JMU never change. When the wind blows just
right, everything smells like Alpo. When it rains for days.
campus floods, and when you're walking down the sidewalks on
campus, you could be run over by any number of wheeled
vehicles.

Repose

Breaking the silence on a hatred for mimes
While I was caged inside during the "flood that wasn't" on
Friday, my mind began to wander, and I began to get cabin
fever and go insane. Strangely, 1 began to think about mimes
and my complete lack of affection for them. This is 1a result of
that temporary insanity.

Mass.
Appeal
- Jeffrey Ward
Plain and simple, I hate mimes. I'm not even sure what
caused me to thmk of this - perhaps it is the memories of the
evil clowns at the circuses of my youth. Watching mimes is
not a form of entemjnment. Essentially, mimes are clowns
that don't have anything to say.. The only way miming could
be any worse is if people had to pay to watch. The only
redeeming quality about mimes is that they are free. If mimes
all got together and decided to charge admission. they'd all be
out of jobs.
As mentioned before, mimes are not a good source of
entertainment in the same. way that Twinkles are not a good
source of nutrition. When was the last time you heard anyone
say, "Let's all go down to the park and watch the mimes?"
People do not say thi.s because people do n?t like mi~es.
People do not like m1mes because they don t do anythmg
interesting. No one in their right mind would want to watch a
man in makeup pretend like he is trapped in a box, with the
possible exception of tbe French. The only way to make this

interesting would be to actually lock the mime in a big, glass This column is only to emenain. Do not try this at home.)
box and watch him try to get out.
There are, of course, other ways to make mimes scream,
Perhaps if mimes spent more time delivering snappy one- and I will leave it up to you to determine what these are. There
liners instead of pulling imaginary ropes, they would be a lot
is still one question, however, that has been left unanswered.
more popular. Because mimes do not ~peak. they -also get Where do mimes come from?
pushed around a loL Maybe if they would just speak up for .
For centuries. sociologists and anthropologists have
themselves. they wouldn't have this problem.
pondered rhat same question. They have already determined
mimes serve no purpose in society, but they have not
Another way mimes could draw a better crowd is if they
dressed a little better. Dressing in black S~ndex and wearing concluded whar the origins of m1mes are.
white makeup has a tendency to frighten people off. The only
There are three theories rhat are prominent in rclatjon to the
place people go to see men in makeup (with the exception of origins of mimes. These th.eories are as follows:
Greenwich Village) is a Kiss concert, and the last time I
I. The first mime was actually a destitute, mure albino. In
checked, Kiss fans do not take too well to mimes.
an attempt to solicit money from passers-by, he would
However, regardless of bow boring mimes may be, they can
pantomime his needs for cash. Others saw his success and
painted their faces to imitate him. The end result of this
still be a good source of fun. For people who want to have fun
with a mime the next time they are at a park. I offer the following are the present-day mimes.
following suggestions:
2. The mime was an out-of-work makeup salesperson.
1. Try to get a mime arrested. The real fun does not lie in Needing money and not knowing what do to with the surplus
getting the mime arrested, so you can choose any method you
makeup, the salesperson painted his or her face and bepan to
like. The real fun lies in watching the mime being read his
panhandle for money.
Miranda rights. I cannot help but laugh every time I hear a
3. Japanese Kabuki theatre actors were on vacation in
police officer tell a mime, "You have the right to remain France and got lost. In an attempt to get directions from the
locals. they acted out their situation. Confused Frenchmen took
silent."
this as a plea for cash and gave them a few francs.
2. The "Make a Mime Scream Like a Baby Contest.'' Li.ke
monks, mimes are sworn to silenoe, so trying to make them
Wanting to find the answer to thi,s perplexing question. I
speak is great fun. Obviously. mimes are not going to respond flew to France. In Paris, I inte~ed every mime I could find.
if you simply aslc them questions, so you will have to use more
I went to every park in the greater Paris area and asked all the
creative techniques.The first thing you could try is to taunt the
mimes where the first mimes came from. Of course, I gOt no
mimes. The problem is that mimes do not usually respond to answer.
this either. I have found the best way to make a mime scream
I suggest that you do your own research. If you find
like a baby is to kick him or her rcpeatedJy in the stomach. A anything. please find me and tell me. Thank you.
good mime will not scream until the fifth or sixth kick. The
better the mime, the more kicks it will take to make him
Jeffrq Ward is a sophomortt political science nwjor and
scream. (Disclaimer: f do not advocate violence on mimes.
th~ assistant opinion tditor.
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his is no1 some grown-up
rendiuon of 1he good old
Cowboys and I ndians games of
ch1ldhood The JMU Reserve Officers'
Tr.uning Corps Rangers are nol fooling
around
Their Aug. 29 attack simulation
near Bndgefonh Sladium proved the
Rangers' determ1nataon. After the
Rangers crossed Newman Lake to
move an on the simulated enemy
supply van, they ran into a small
problem
Cadet Sgt. 1st Class Adam Wight
camed an M-60 to 1naUate the gunfire.
When the gun jammed, the other
Rangers were forced to begin the
attack. The group moved across the
lawn area to the van, neutralizing the
enemy first. They took a supply
anventory for intelligence purposes and
then destroyed the equipment.

The ROTC group ul~o demonstrated
its color guard. and Cadet Master Sgt
J. P Berner performed a rifle
demonstration.
The Rangers arc well-known as the
elite clemen t of JMU 's ROTC
program. and they arc look1ng to
expand them current site of 14
member!> . Although many people
express antercst an the group, there 1s
about a 70 percent aunuon rate once
traanang begans
Second Lt Steve Galbcrt on sa1d,
" It 1 a very hard program to go
through. and all candadates really
subJeCt rhemselvcs to a lot of stress."
To become a Ranger, candadates are
required to complete a 14-week
training program an which they must
fulfill fitness requi rements These
activities anclude a timed mile-run and
a required number of push-ups. While

•

all ROTC members engage in these
activities, the Rangers' requarcments
and evaluallons are more rigorous.
Whale 1he Ranger group U'\ed the
Aug. 29 demonstrataon to recru1t new
members. at also used 11 to prepare for
the Ranger Challenge held Oct. 25, at
Fort A P Hill, near Fredncksburg.
The Ranger Challenge as an annual
competitiOn whach puts vanous East
Coast schools' ROTC programs agaanst
one another. They compete an several
events incl udang a rope bradge, a
test. weapon
physacal traaning
assembly and disassembly, a 6.2 m1le
march. a land navagation test and a
hand grenade throw.
The JM U Rangers have won thas
contest five times in the l ast six yean.
JMU has defeated Virganaa Military
I nstitute and the Citadel as well as
several other schools on the East Coast.

(top) Cadet Sgt. 1st Class Adam
Wight and Cadet Master Sgt.
Derek Johnson stay low in the
water to maintain absolute
silence in the initial stage of the
Ranger demonstration. Second
Ll Steve Gilbertson said the
operation was known as a waterborne entry.
(upper left) The Humvec with
M-60 blazing in the back
surprises the enemy and is used
to remove the Rangers who
initiated the battle from the
shores of Newman Lake.
Oeft) CSFC Adam Wight lies on
the grassy edge of Newman Lake
with the M-60 weapon ready to
go. Wight was to initiate the
battle but was unable to get the
machine gun working.
(right) Cadet Master Sgt. J.P.
Berner demonstrates his rifle
skills.
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(above) CMSG Derek Johnson and Cadet Captains John Porestal and Sean
Fitzgerald run at the enemy with guns blazing.
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(top right) An enemy feigns death dramatically after the start of the fighting.
(right) Chuck Ainsworth, David O' Leary, Mike Reader and Brian Cooper
stand at attention. The color guard started oft' the Ranger challenge that
would hopefully help spark enthusiasm for the ROTC.
(below) CMSG Derek Johnson removes the weapon from the hands of a
disabled enemy. CCPT's John Porestal and Sean Fitzgerald check out the
enemy van to make sure all enemies have been disabled.
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someone else and starts affecting you

As

by Shannon Pole
contributing writer

-

Testing is done Tuesday evenings
5:30.8:45 p.m.
---The test is fairly s1mple. When a
AIDS is one of the most
patient comes into the clime, he or
frighten1ng realities young people she is asked a few statistical
face today. Ironically, most college- questions. but is not asked to reveal
aged students were born during the
his or her name. Patients are then
height of the sexual revolution when
assigned an Identification number for
casual sex was as common as disco
anonymity.
music. But this situation is no longer
After drawing blood from the
the case.
patient's arm, the nurse sends the
The spread of AIDS over the past
blood to an outside lab for testing.
10 years has rendered promiscuous
Two weeks later, the patient must
behavior as a modern death wish.
return to the clinic to receive the
Wh1le the dangers of sharing needles
results in person.
or engaging in unprotected sex are
Both Grembi and Diehl stressed
widely known, we still sometimes
how imponant it is to receive the
put ourselves at risk.
results 1n person so a nurse can
However, many people feel too explain the resultS thoroughly to the
frightened or embarrassed to get an
patient
HIV test These
"What you can
fears
are
reasonably
understandable. but
conclude from a
they are not valid
negative test is that
reasons to avoid
you haven't been
being
tested,
exposed previous to
according to medical
the last six months.
experts.
It isn' t a guarantee
"Barty detection
that you haven 't
of HIV is important
been exposed in the
because it allows a
last three to six
person to get proper
months," Grembi
medical treatment
said.
and lead a fuller and
A positive resull
more comfortable
means the person
life, as well as
tested has produced
helping them to
antibodies to the
avoid spreading the
HTV virus. Grembi
virus to others," said EMILY CIDLDRFSS/ phi alit suggested anyone
11'11 cs
or who tested positive
Nancy
Grembi,
assistant director of health education should get retested to confirm the test
at the Health Center.
resultS.
Although the Health Center does
"If I tested positive, for my own
not currently offer HIV testing, it
peace of mind, 1 would definitely get
WJIJ begin free testing Oct. I . The
another test." Grembi said.
testtng will be offered by
As for the newly adven1sed atappointment
Tuesday
and
home HIV test kits, Grembi advises
Wednesday evenings 4:30.6:30 p.m.
against their use. She said the test is
Until the Health Center offers
probably accurate, but she is leery
HIV testing, students may take
about the lack of face-to-face
advantage of the free anonymous
oounseling.
testing offered by the Dep:ntment of
"To be approved by the FDA
Public Health located at 110 North
[Food and Drug Administrotionj, the
Mason St
tests had to go through a rigorous
Anyone who wants a test should
testing process. To me, the bigger
call 574-5220 9 a.m.-1 p.m. Monday
question is about the counseling
through Friday for an appointment.
aspect," Grembi said.
I

JEN IAKElllstllior plwtographtr

'lite HNith Center .,...,.. offertn& ..anymou~ AIDS t•tlnl Oct. 1.

Many students agree HTV testing
is a necessary part of life for some.
Sen1or Ann Brassfield sa1d, " I
think HI V testing is a very personal
decision and a very difficult decision.
but 11 is the most important dec1sion
to make."
Junior Chris Mitchum agreed.
"It's a necessity [to be tested) and the
only responsible decision to make,"
he said.
Doris Whitmore, nursing
supervisor for the Department of
Public Health's AIDS Clinic believes
the decis1on to be tested is a personal
one. She stresses, "lf [students] feel
like they are in a risky situation, they
should be tested
"But the best thing for them to do
is to put an end to that risky situation.
There has been enough education
that the studentS should know how to
protect themselves."
The Htalth C'nttr is sponsormg a
trip to Washington, D.C. to see the
AIDS quilt on Friday, Oct. 11. Call
x3503for furthu details.

HOW DEADL.Ij 95 A9DS?
• There Ctre 513.486 cllses of AIDS in the
United States.
• There have been 319. 849 AIDS deaths
in the United States alone .
• One in 300 Americans is infected with
HIV.
• HIV is spreading almost six tirncs more
quickly among women than men.
• AIDS is the leading cause of death for
men ages 17-39. One in 92 n1en in this age
group are infected with HIV.
·Facts <Jnc! f1gurcs prov1clPd by the
Center for D1sc.lc,c Control
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The increasing role of women in politics
OK

pres1denL After all. many claim Hillary Clinton
ladies. this is it. The moment you've
is running things now. so why not make it
been wailing for . .• a female point of
official? Obv1ously. she knows the job. Please
view on the role of women in politics.
don't get the idea I'm a fan of hers, bot l readily
First of all, let me stan off by ~aying I'm not
admit she 1s an intelligent, ambitious.
a political insider by any stretch of the
determined person l may not agree with her imaginatiOn. I did. howev~r. ha~e t~e
pohtics. but I do adm1re her backbone, which is opportunity to work on Capitol Hill th1s
one thing I cannot ~ay for her husband.
summer.
Better still. since this is an elecuon year.
Therefore, I truM that you. the reader, will
why don't we dump Bob and Bill and run disregard my colleague's column and focus on
Liddy and Hillary against each other? After all,
the real article- mme.
they are both more interesting than their
The fact is, women are becoming more and
husbands. and Mrs. Dole is a bcller speaker more respected in every arena of politics.
than Lhe ~nator to boot. Can you imagine Bob Contrary to the popular opinion of my YDole or Bill Clinton as First Husband? The chromosome friends. respect for women on
"Saturday Night Live" sketches alone would
'The Hill" is given . . not earned. Gone are the
make the whole thing wonhwhile. Maybe we days when women had to fight to be heard.
could get Christine Todd Whitman, the
Now. they are not only heard, but understood as
governor of New
- - - - - - - - - - . well, because they
Jersey. to run for
are
lobbyists.
president I would
representatives.
vote for her any
senators
and
day. for any
-r
governor~. Face II
office. and I
..A.
fellas
you
might even move
cannot escape us.
from V1rgm1a to
Women have a
New Jersey to do
lot to say, and they
it!
say
it
best.
All nght. I
Whether 11 be
know I went a
Susan Molinari or
liule too far there.
Pat Schroeder on
But
for
......_
the noor, women
upperclassmen,
,
have proven to be
there is one thing
effective
which last year's
-•
legislators. They
can be organiLed.
male contributor
to this colum n
perceptive and not
and I most likely
~!!!!~!!!!!!!!!~~!!!!!!!!!!!!~ afraid to voice
agree upon IIII(jon
·r opinions.
woman's place isL.-_ _ _ _ _ _ _;___ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _...J One
reason
in the house. Of course, in my c'ase, I am
women are so effective in politics is that they
referring to the state house. the House of add the necessary element of emotion and
Representauves or the White House.
humanity to issues.
I think everyone should choose leaders
The "political rnale" is constantly wrapped
based on character and stances on imponant
up in the pragmatic approach to legislation,
issues. not because or in spite or Lhe~r gender, depending rnoslly upon statistics and numbers
race or creed. If women want the opponunity to to suppon his decisions.
improve thmgs in this country, it is high time
A woman, op the other hand, doesn't need to
they were given the chance, and they deserve depend on the statistics and numbers. Instead,
our suppon as voters and as citizens. They she focuses on the entire issue at hand,
cenainly have earned no less.
incorporating both an intellectual and emotional
Drew Koch is a second-ytar graduate student
standpoint.
in counseling psychology.
Undoubtedly, women have the natural
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lJO YOU HAVE QUESiiONS AB0UJ · GOD
RELiGiOUS BELiEFS OR DIVERSiTY AT JMU?
I

I

~EN........ ET READ¥ FOR T~E NEW ~ELiGiON
AGE COMiNG THiS ~URSDA Y.
I

ANY QUESTiONS ON HOW TO CONTRIBUTE?
GALL THE FOCUS DESK AT X6729.

STYLE
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Fall films follow summer's footsteps
The Island of Dr. Moreau' leaves audiences dizzy,
wondering what this empty film really has to offer
I

by Kyle Fredette

_ _ _ _ contributing writtr
What do you get when you combine a
classic story, a renowned director, a Jiving
Legend of an actor and 1 current bolt office star?
An utter waste of time.
''The bland of Dr. Moruu" is based on H.
G. Wells' classic novel, directed by John
Frakenheimer and stamng Marlon Brando and
Val Kilmer. Even with those seemingly solid
qualifications, it is the ~ond worst film 1 have
seen all summer, besting that laughfest "Spy
liard." by a slim margin.
Set on a fictional island. the film depicts a
doctor who has genetacally combined humans
<Jnd animals with di~astrous results. It's as if the
fi lmmakers put together a talented cast and
expected a good mo..·ie to form naturally Too
b3d they didn't take the time to write a decent
scri pt or develop intere!lllng. dimensional
characters. I've seen car commercials that were
more anvolved.
I have the distinct fee ling Wells would not
enjoy th1s version of his tale. There really is no
10ry. No plot is ever developed, and scenes just
seem to happen haphazardly. The film is so set
on maintaining such a blistenng pace that it

neveT stops to let the audience in on the details.
For example, the director doesn' t give the
characters much background, and because the
audience doesn't know anything about them, il
can't see the motivation for their act10ns. Thus.
no one's actions can be taken seriously. Kilmer
starts doang a Brando impression for app3Iently
no reason at all, besides the fact that he's
"insane." That's sloppy film making. Both the
human and animal characters are twodimensional and as bland as a mayonnaise
sandwich.
The script leaves the science experiements
vague. allowing for amb1guity and eliminating
the possibility of establishins credibility.
Supposedl y Dr Moreau has formed a
breakthrough method of combimng human and
animal genes, but the film never elaborates.
Also unexplamed is how people are lured to the
island and how the ant mal s used in the
experiment are acquired Worst of all, how
does Dr. Moreau afford all his expen!.ive
equ1pment? Plot th~ds dongle.
Frakenheimer. of the superb "Manchurian
Candidate,'' must have decided to just drop the
story development and throw together a
brainless onslaught of acuon scenes
It's a good th1ng Brando was paid well

because his role is thankJess. His performance
plays like a combinallon of has Col. Kuru from
"Apocalypse Now" and Captain Kangaroo.
He's only on screen for about half an hour, but
that's 29 minutes too long.
Val Kilmer, whose character was
supposedly a brilhant neurosurgeon before he
decided to stay on Moreau's island, has the
worst role an his career. They could have taken
him out of the movie. and it wouldn't have
made a difference to the story whatsoever. lie
does nothing but smoke a lot of dope and act
vaguely si ni ster I ~ept hoping for
"Tombstone's'' Doc Holiday 10 show up and
gun down the bad Val.
1ne movie frustrated me even more because
it was originally a good 1dea. The scnpt could
have developed the "manama!!."' personalities
and delved anto the d1fference between animal
lust and soc1etal order. Instead , the falm
brushes over both ideas in favor of gunfights
nnd chase scenes.
There wasn't one moment in this film in
wh1ch I cared about anything happening on
screen The lead character. played by David
Thewhs. has about as much personality as
Keanu Reeves on a bad day.
Leave it to Hollywood to cap off a bad

...

PHOTO COURTESY OF NEW UNE CINEMA

'The Island of Or. Moreau' features
'manlmals,' haH-human haH-anlmal
mutations.
movie summer with an unwatchable mess. The
only secret about 'The Island of Dr. Moreau" is
how the exec.utives convinced all this talent to
sign onto that scripL
This ISone Island that should have remau~ed
lost at sea.
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'Tin Cup' is half full of substance, half full of air
by Simone Figula
staffwriter
y response to those who
ask if I think they' ll like the
new mov1e "Tin Cup"
resembles the one I gave
when asked what veggie
burgers taste like: " If
you' re expecti ng something meaty, you
probably won't like it, but if you' re expecting
stuffing [think Stovetopj you will."
That's basically what "Tin Cup" is fluffy, non-substantial but fun to play with and
consume. 'The Warner Brothers' nick starring
Kevin Costner and Rene Russo has all the
requared elements of your basic '90s romantic
comedy.
It's marked by a cheesy plot, two anractive
ma1n characters who. amnzingly, aren't a
perfect match in the beginning, and a quest
they find themselves unexpectedly
undertaking.

I~ I·: \ ' II·: \\"
Costner is effective, though not brilliant. as
Roy "Tin Cup" McAvoy. a driving-range pro
who lives in a microscopiC town in West Texas
where he quietly dreams of a bener life on the
Professional Oolf Associat1on Tour. Roy
acquired h is nickname as a high school
baseball catcher who miraculously avoided
injury from bad pitches in the spot where all of
you know a cup is worn.
McAvoy's sidekick and sometime caddy
Romeo is played with relish by none other than
Cheech Marin. who practi cally parodies
himself by delibemtely sounding like Speedy
Gonzales and appearing in what looks to be :1
'70s McDonald's uniform
Rounding out the supporting cast are Linda

Hurt. who plays MeA voy' s stripper exWashington, D.C.-area sportscaster George
known is not enough to win her over: "When I
girlfriend 10 years h1s senior, and Don Johnson,
"Sports Machine" Michael.
met you. I knew I was through with bar girls.
who has not changed a bit since his glory days
Costner basically revives his role from "Bull
strippers, motorcycle chicks . .."
on ''Miarru Vice." Actually, that's not quite true
Durham." though this time he lacks the man's
McAvoy's attempts to make 11 through the
-he's now wearing socks and is a cocky.
man, smooth-talking, meltdown effect he qualifying rounds of the Open are (doh )
achieved as Crash Davi s. He's convincing successful, as is his bid to prove to Molly that
condescending professional golfer in lieu of a
cocky, condescending detect1ve. The shany
enough to get you to root for him. though.
he's not just a small- town thug. To the
1mpostor Armani suJt and perpetual bad haircut
when years after David Simms (Johnson) and
background of the completely terrible
are still there. but surprisingly, Johnson is just
Roy McAvoy dissolve their friendship and
soundtrack, which sounds like a bad imllataon
as effective here as he was on TV back in the
golfing partnership Simms patronizingly offers
of a Bud commercial, she experiences an
'80s.
McAvoy a caddying job at Simms's very own
amazang turnaround afrer realizing everyone's
Unfortunately. Rene Russo's transition into
tournament Costner begrudgingly accepts.
claims of Simms's nasty attitude toward old
people. children and dogs are true.
comedy is not as smooth. Though her
authoritative roles ih ''Outbreak" and- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - She decides that she simply can't be
"ln the Line of Fire" were becoming.
'' I
with such a man. (Raise your hand if
her success streak ends abruptly in
you see a striking resemblance to the
•
•
Karate Kid here.)
ditzyness with "fin Cup." Showing
~p fo~ her fi!'5t golf lesson from Roy
McAvoy gives the performance
1n a oght mm1skirt and pearls. after
of his life at t he Open, making
purchasing $200 worth of gimmicks
history for the worst opening round.
from th~ golf c~nnne_l. is a disast'?US
and Chen the most miraculous
clash wath the Intelligence to wh1ch
comeback
the script pays lip service.
~A
•
The coverage of this event offers
Though this rocky start ma> he
a tot or information on the strategy
more the fault of the costumers and
of using different types of golf
director. il becomes a t~eme for
clubs, which is educational if not a
Russo throughout the mov1c Don' t
1 u
1 l
tad boring for novices.
By the last hole, the stripper eltget me wrong; in on industry where
looks are everything, Russo looks
girlfriend and the shrink new
good for 42, and she is a respectable
•
girlfriend are holding hands and
actress. But she lacks the
praying. looking a lot like the last
effervescent cuteness of Meg Rynn - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - two finalists in the Miss America
or the ski ll and fi nesse of Oeena
contest who "reall y" want each
Davis, both of whom have made successful
only further sickened when he finds our Dr.
other to win . Hoping McAvoy's pride and _
Oriswald is not only the woman of his dreams. overconfidence don ' t force him to blow the
jumps between comedy and drama.
For the purpose of the plot. however,
but Simms's girlfriend.
who le tournament, they screech with the
At this point, Romeo and Roy pool the1r
suddenly McAvoy-Joyal crowd from start to
everyone in attendance Is good enough. Both
Johnson and Costner could pass for real
minds over some old milk in thear crowded
linash.
W1nnebago and dec1de that trying out for the U.
I won't reveal the ending. but let's just say
golfers, with their mandatory tans, crow's feet.
and ali·American smiles, nnd it doesn't hurt the
S. Open is the only way to convince Molly th:11
11' s not as cliched as Daniel wanning the Allperformance aLmosphere that they are joined by
Roy. not David. is what she's look1ng for.
Valley Under-18 Championship.
cameos from real-life rros Corey Pavin. Fred
Evidently, Roy's sensitive remark about her
Unfortunately I can't say the same for the
desirabilit)' compared to other "omen he has
re"t olthe movie
Couples and Cra13 Stad ler. a!> well as

1Y.1AcAvoy 's sz"dekz"ck and
sometzme caddy Romeo lS
p layed Wlt. h re z·lS h by none
Other than Ch eeCh 1Y1arzn,
who p'JI"nctt·cally par.odz"es
hz"mselj. "
1
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Dancing through the rain.

• •

The thompson & trammel I quartet
educates and enlightens audiences
in a night filled with original pieces
of passionate, contemporary dance
bySanh Kane
contributi'!.B_Writer
Not even a hurricane could upstage JMU's
thompson & rrammell quartet Lhis weekend as
.. they dnnced into the 1996-'97 Masterpiece
Se~n with the New Dance Festival.
Desptte torrenttal rains and nash Oooding.
loyal fans of the tell quartet gathered at
Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre Friday night to
wttness the first-ever concert of The New
Dance Festival. JMU dance faculty designed
The New Dance Festival to bring contemporary
dance from all over the nation to the
Shenandoah Valley.

drama, music. spoken word and o singular use
of a microphone suspended above the stage.
His short. choppy movements, accentuated
wilh vivid facial expressions. proYided a touch
of humor to lessen the disturbing solitude of his
repeated, "I have nothing to say if you won't
listen " 0' Hara saad the piece was about the
"struggle we all have to (make] ourselves
heard."

In her premiere presentation of "wrapped an
clouds and stars," Trammell danced to a
collection of lullabies from all over the world
She dedicated the piece "to the continued
health and vitality of female energy in China.
and to the thriving of abandoned Chinese gu'is
who will find new hves in new lands."
"A lot of people are not aware of the
political situation (in China]," Trammell said.
She said a one child per family law and an
age-old bias toward men contributes to the
The New Dance Festival showcased the growth of China's primarily female orphan
talent of JMU dance faculty Shane O'Hara, populahon.
Trammell and her husband O'ltara plan to
Cynthia Thompson and Kate Trammell, and
William Seigh. a former JM U dance facu lty adopt an infant girl from C~ina in the near
member. The foursome performed "'The Other future.
Seigh performed his 1995 piece "Last." His
Itinerary," with the Madison String Quartet,
musicians from the Shenandoah Valley Bach graceful display centered around personal
Festival and conductor Ken Nafziger, of experience. the solitude and loneliness of ~ing
"the last one in [a] family."
Eastern Mennonite University.
"It deals wilh the issues of being alone and
The concert also displayed individual pieces
performed and choreographed by 0' Hara, what that means." Seigh explained. And while
Trammell and Seigh, and a trio piece he said he never expected his audience to know
choreographed by Meriam Rosen. professor of exactly what "Last" wa about. he hoped Lhey
could sllll "feel the honesty of the piece"
dance at the Untversaty of Maryland at College
O'Hara, Trammell and Thompson also
Parle
O'Hara opened the festival with his premiered "Travelers at the Gate;· a paece
premiere performance of "VacanL" The piece choreographed by longtime collaborator Rosen.
mixed contemporary dance movement with Thompson saad the trio and quartet pieces were

PHOTO COURTESY OF DEE DEE NIAJlBOS
(left to rleht) Shane O'Hara, William Selah, K.te Tr1mmefl and Cynthia Thompeon
perfonn an ortJinal piece, "The Other Itinerary," Friday In The New Dance F•tlval.
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MTV Music Video Awards honor a
host of hot visual performances
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,.Grafton·Stovall Theatre: "Naked Lunch," Tuesday·
Wednesday, 9:30p.m. only; "Secret Ado ofTom Thumb" and
Franz Kafka's "It's A Wonderful Life," Thursday; "Fargo," Friday,
Saturday; "The Thud Man," Sunday, 7:30p.m. All shows at 7
and 9:30p.m. unless noted, $2 .
,.Regal C inemas Valley Mall: "The Crow: City of Angels," "Tin
Cup," ''Jack," ''Independence Day," Monday, Thursday, $4
before 6 p.m., $6 after, 434,7107.
,.Regal Harrisonburg 3: "Bulletproof," "A Very Brady Sequel,"
"Island of Dr. Moreau," "A Time to Kill," Monday-Thursday, $4
before 6 p.m., $6 after, 434·7 107.

t I
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,.Spalling Dew: The Office- Monday, 9 p.m., $5, 574-9975.
,.Chubby: The Office- Tuesday, 9 p.m., $4.
,.OJ Rock T own: The Office- Wednesday, 9 p.m ., $3.
,.Rob Conklin: The Office- Thursday. 9 p.m., $3.
,.K.W. Miller: Blue Foxx Cafe- Thursday, 10 p.m., 432-3699.
,.Titewire· The Office- Friday, 9 p.m., $5.
,.Mexican Celebration with Persecution, Oespino, and a N.Y.
salsa band: The Office- Saturday, 9 p.m., $15.
,.Tech Naght. Altemattve Lafestyles: The Offace- Sunday, 10
p.m., $5 mcludes floor show.

Smashing Pumpkins, "'Tonight. Tonight"
Foo Fighters, "Big Me"
Alanas Morisseue
Coolio. "I. 2. 3, 4 (Sumpin' New)"
Smashing Pumpkins. ''Tonight, Tonight"
Fugees, ..Killing Me Softly"
Jonathan Dayton & Valerie Faris for Smashing Pumpkins.
''Tonigllt. Tonjght"
Coolio, "Gangsto's Paradase"
Metallica. "Un91it Sleeps"
Smashing Pumpkins. "1979'"
Beck, "Where It's At"
Alanis Morissette, '1ronic"
Bush. "Glycerine"
Michael Rooney for Bjork, "It's Oh So Quiet"
Scott Grey for Alanis Morissette, "Ironic"
.K.K. Barrett & Wayne White for Smashing Pumpidns.
"Tonight. Toni$ht"
Chris Stoves ror Smashing Pumpkins. "Tonight.
Tonight"
Oeclan Quinn for Smashmg Pumpkins, '1'onight.
Tonight"

ina Video:
Cinematography
,.. Video:

t

,.Artwork by Jim Kelly and Alex j ohnson: Zirkle HouseSept. 2· 14, free.
,.Welcome co Plaquemines Parish: by Stephen C hachere: New
Image Gallery at Zirkle House - Sept.2-0ct. 4., free.

from Neil Young to Bone, Thuggz and Hannony, along with guest appearances from Claudia
Schiffer and Beavis and Butthead. Here is a run-down of the Thursday's Video Awards top winners:
by AP/newslinder

Best Rap Video:
Best lbrd Rock VIdeo:
Best Alternative Video:
Best Male Video:
Best Female Video:
Viewer's Choice:
Best Choreography
in a Video:
.,. Best Editing ln a Video:
Best Art Direction:

f

~: :_ '"- ~

The M'TV Music Video Awards have come and gone. It brought an evening of top performances

Best Video of the Year:
Best Group Video:
Best New Artist:
Best Dance VIdeo:
Breakthrough Video:
Best R&B Video:
Best Direction in a Video:

there was not one single choreographer or the
dance. All four members of t&t collaborated to
produce "The Olher Itinerary."
Thompson said, "We are all very close
friends . .. we've experienced a lot together."
Although the trio regularly dances to a
variety of music. the use of live musicians for
this piece accentuated the performance.
"I really liked the use of the singers and
ensemble," sophomore dance major Stefanie
Qutnooes. who attended the concert, saad. "It
added to Lhe ... vivacity of the performance."
As to plans for the next New Dance
Festival, O'Hara said he hopes to see more
people in the audience. He said, hopefully,
"word will get out that this was ~citing."

similar in that. one performer "feel(s) very
connected to the other performers." However,
she added, the trio piece was ''much more
introspective," and the connection between
dancers was psychic, rather than direct.
The highlight and culmination of the concert
was the Quartet's performance of "The Other
Itinerary." A ~layful combination of
contemporary dance with classic~! musac. the
piece began with the dancers' entrance through
the aisles of Lhe auditorium. The use of props
- a trunk, a map and a massave burlap sack
filled with balloons - was essentaal to the
comedic suc&ss of the performance.
"A lot of [the piece] is about our travels
together," O'Hara said. Thus. he explained.

l
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Gasoline
Is 1000/o
The Global Leader""

Gatti's
always
outscores
anybody
else in
town!

The Best Pizza In Town
.. .IIIII(Ut/

..

.

433-0606
Hours

I Iam - 12 mid Weekdays
I Jam - Jam Fri.- Sat

ast, Free Delivery
When You Think of Pizza, Think of Gatti's

$5.50

$6.50

Med. Cheese
Pizza

Med. 1
Topping

50
$6
Lg. Cheese
•

1
I
I

$7• 50

I

Large 1

All

I
I
I

y:u?e:' Eat

Hours:
11am • 2pm
S·30pm-8·30pm
• CoUege Night
Wednesday

$7.50
Med. 2-3
Topping

:

n~~U,::

:
I

$13.00
for 2 ~

PiiiM

1
1
1

$8• 50

1

I

Large 2-3

I

or

$15.00

I
I
I

:•
I
I
I

I

:
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Complete multimedia computer customize for students
Campus Z-Station• features:
• Powerful Intel• processor
• Large capacity hard drive
• Plenty of memory to run today's hottest applications
• Plug & Play into your campus network with a high-speed modem

Proeesaor

Pentium 100 MHz

Pentium 133 MHz

Pentium 166 MHz

H~rd

1.2GB

1.6GB

2.1GB

drive

Monitor

14*

15" (13.7" viewable)

15" (13.7* viewable)

Prlc:e

$1799

52199

52499

with LAN ca rd

51899•

$2299

$2599

(13.2~

viewable)

•

Desktop Systems include Microsofttt Naturat• Keyboard
and Microsoft Mouse

Experience Campus Z-Station.

•

loaded with Microsoft software for study and fun
• Microsoft Office for Windows 95 with Word, Microsoft Extel,
PowerPoint, Microsoft Access, Schedule+, Encarta 96
Encyclopedia, Microsoft Internet Assistants
• Microsoft Windows 95 with Microsoft Internet Explorer 2.0
• Microsoft Plus!
I
• Games for Windows 95
• Norton AntiVIrus and more

JMU Bookstore
703-568-6121

•

Hewlett Packard Color Deskjet available

•

Ask about Microsoft Programmer's Dream Pack

http://www.zds.com
educalion@zds .com

-
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Senior tailback Dee
Townes trlea to break
out of the pack
Saturday acatnst
•
Shippensburg Townes
carried ~h~ ball 23
time: for 91 yards,
scoring twice In the
fourth quarter.
PHOTOS BY KYLE
BU~jsenlot

ph«ogrspher

Dukes roll in second half, 30-0
Gonzalez, Townes lead Dukes to victory in season opener over Shippensburg
by John M. Taylor
assistant sports tditor
The Dukes saved all the fireworks for the
,ccond half of Saturday ' s game against
Shippensburg Univerl>ity, then Itt up the sky
w1th a post-victory celebration
After going into halfume tied at zero with
the Dtvision II Red Raiders, the Dukes found
the end zone early in the third quarter and never
looked oock. running up a final score of30-0.
Other than gelling the w1n, though, the
Dukes were less than snt1sfied with thetr
performance.
"There's plenty of room for tmprovement,"
JUnior linebacker Marcus Ordone~ said.
Ordonez's big play 1n the third quarter broke
the game wide open. The Dukes went up I 0-0
on a John Coursey field goal and were k1cking
off. Sophomore corner Tony Booth sprinted
down the field on kickoff coverage and jarred
1hc ball loose from Red R<~ider fteshmnn Mike
Haye~. who had decided to run the ball out of
h1-; end zone.
Ordonez scooped the ball up and rnn it imo
the end ~nc. and the Duke.' were up 17-0.
The play was a big break for the Duke..o;, and
it effectively tool.: the Red Ratde~ out of the
game
"We don't want to run that th1ng out of
thl!rc," Shippensburg head coach Rocky ReCli
~uid "He's a true fre hman, and It was a true
lrc'>hman mistake.
uh \US a criucaJ mi\Lale and a critical play.''
Duke:; head coach Alex Wood srud, "ll was a
b1g play, a b1g momentum getter for us."
Brook's 50-yord touchdown recepnon
opened up the Dukes' sconng early tn the third
quarter.
"R1ght after (my touchdown). thing started
to click," Brooks said . "B1gger plays just
'toned coming. It was contag1ous."
Geuing there after o stngnont first half was
Iough for the Dukes. as the Red Raiders
provided more opposition than anyone could
have expected. Neither team was on the
''oreboard, but Shippensburg dominated the
'taustical categories. They exploucd what was
last year's Dukes' Achilles heel, the defense
nt::ui n~t the run, by gaining I 0-t yards on the

ground m the opening half.
Shippensburg had a total of 48 more yards of
offense and was a...eraging two more ylld) per
play than the Dukes.
Another telling stat: the Red Raiders had
two more minutes of possessiOn ume
"We made some first downs. chewed up
some clock, and we made some ntcc plays on
defense," Rees said.
The Dukes were unable to mu ter much on
offense early . Senior quarterback Willie
Gonzalez started his first career game, and he
had a few kinks to work out before he settled
down.
On the Dukes' first possession, Oonzale~
overthrew his target by about 10 yards. with the
baJI landing in a big open spot in the middle of
the field.
"Early on, he was a littJe fruslnlted," Wood
said of his- senior signal caller. "He took a sack
he shouldn't have. He was trying to get a
comfort tone in that pocket, but that's to be
expected on the first time out."
GonL.alez wd, "I was nervouo, to begin with.
But after I took my first hit. I calmed down."
The offense still took some time to gel,
though. The Duke.o; were unable to score in the
first half. and penalues plagued them the entire
game. JMU was penalized II time<, for 85
yards in the contest.
"Maybe it was my cadence, maybe I was
trying to draw them off too much," Gonn~lez
said of the penalties. " It comes with the first
game. That's what we need to cut down on next
week to be effective."
The offensive strugg le ~ 1n the opentng
session did not seem to bother the quarterback,
at least after the game.
"I wasn't concerned," Oonzale2 said. "Once
we got clickmg, r knew we'd be all nght I just
needed to calm down and get everyone else to
calm down"
Wood said he wall disappointed w1th hts
team's first-hnlf effort but gnve a lot of crcd1t to
Shippensburg also.
Once Gonzalet settled down, he put together
a fine first perfonnance Utili1.ing a lot of short
dump and swing passe.'>, he completed 25 of 35
attempb for 244 yards and one touchdown.
The Dukes were even able to get the running

gAme going a little in the second half Senior
Dee Townes, starting for the injured Kelvm
Jeter, finished with 91 yards on 23 carries and
scored twice.
"[Townes] played hard and gave us
everythmg he could give," Wood said.
Gon za l e~ said, "Late in the game, (the
running game) was effective. Dee d1d a great
job; he was catching balls out of the backfield
and running hard."
The defense, despite allowmg 191 ru hing
yards in the game, settled down and preserved
the shutout
"We had a solid performance," Ordonez
said. "Bottom line - there were 7.eros on the
scoreboard."
But Wood said, "We didn't play very well
We have a lot of things to talk about between
now and next time we play."
Next week, the Dukes travel to Looisiaru~ to
face nationally ranked McNeese State, who
beat the Dukes 30-24 lnst year at Bridgeforth
Stadium.

SHIPPENSBURG 0
JMU •
0

0
0

0
17

0
JJ

-

0 •
30

THIRD QUARTER

JMU- Brooks SO pas) from Gonz.alet. (Coun.c:y
klcl.:), 10 10

JMU- FG Coun.c:y 37, 3:0t
JMU - Ordonez 4 fumble return (Coursey .,_ick),
2. 19
FOURTH QUARTER
JMU- Townes I run (Coursey luck), 6.33
JMU - Townes 9 run (two-point convers1on fa1led),
4:19
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING - JMU. Townes 23-91. Gonzalez 9·12,
Jones 1· 10, Byrd 1-0. SU, Madson 16-70. Bw 8-57.
Hartley 3· 24, Benner2-16, Washington 5·7, Brubaker
2-S, Carver 4-mmus 10.
PASSINO - JMU, Gonzalez 2.5-35-0 244. SU,
Carver 10-20..0 127, Denner 1-6-t 16.
RECEIVING - JMU, Perry 6-4 7, Jones 6-40,
Brooks 4-85, Townes 3-J9,Smith 2-2 l\ Brown 2- 12,
Steeper I 10, Wakely 14. SU. Buglia 4-47,
Washington 3-32, Ware 1·33, Hartley 1- 16. Halll -8,

(

I
t

I

I
I

Adams I 7

Senior quarterback Willie Gonzalez touea a first-quarter pass to tl&ht end Ed Perry
for a first down. Gonzalez finished with 244 yards passing.

-
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What happened to th~ annual blowout?
'Anything less than a dismembering of the Raiders would be considered a less-than-peak performance.'

arrived on this fine campus in fall 1993
as a young. wide-eyed fre.,hmnn dying to
go to his first college football game as an
acturu college student.
So, after enjoymg a few of the finest thmgs
Milwaukee has to offer, ( tromped to
Bridgefonh Stadium. I wa.\ greeted with a good
old-fa hioned butt-whoopin', a, JMU ~panked
Lod. Haven Umvers1ty 55-3
The following year, JMU opened its season
nt home against the University of Buffalo, and
fans were greeted by more of the same. The
Dukes worked over their vi itors 35-0. en route
to a I 0-3 season and a ~pol in the second round
of the Div1s1on 1-AA playoffs
La st season. the season opener was
downright rid1culous. The Dukes faced Morgan
State Umversity in the fir t game of the Alex
Wood era and promptly chewed them up and
~pit them out.
The &nme was never close, as Kelvin Jeter
ran for 159 yards and five touchdowns. Morgan
State managed only seven pomts to JMU 's 76.
JMU blocked two punts and intercepted two
pn s <~e s. The Dukes broke nu merous team
records on the ir way to victory. including
largest point margin and most pomh.
So, with blowouts to start the sea.wn for the
last three years, and wllh what . eemed like a
rendy-made patsy in Shi~nsburg, this year's
open ing game OpePJte'fK. Dukes' fans and
followers expected/this year's . quod to follow
fiuit. Anything less than a dismembering of the
Red Raiders would be con ~idcrcd a less-thanpe<~k performance.
So. you can imagine how these same people
felt Saturday when the Red Raiders were tied
with JMU. zip-t.ip at hnlftime. No score.
Granted, the Dukes did a good job o f
righting themselves, as they scored 30 pomts m

I

the second half to provide the final 30-0 place in the Yankee Conference a~d near the
margin . The defense played well, 1f not bouom in all of 01vision 1-AA. Shippensburg
spectacularly, 10 keeping the shutout.
returned 1t leading rusher from a year ago.
But there are a lot of questions stil l junior fullback Mark Mad on . Last StaSOn. he
unanswered after Saturday's unspectacular win.
averaged all of 40.S yard~ per game rushing. for
First of Ill I, why did the Dukes have to try so a total of 405 yards.
hard to beat thi'l team? The first team struggled
The revamped Dukes' defensive front
in the opening half. as they failed to score any looked very similar to Ia t year's defense, as 1t
po1nt<; New starting quarterback Will ie allowed Madson and an a~sortment of others to
Gonzalez took
rush for 169
some ume to . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , yards on 40
settle down but
carries
turned in a solid
Madson
perfonnance
garnered 71 of
once he d1d.
those yards on
The
his own. at one
offensive line IS
time ripping a
young, and the
23-yarder.
grou p hasn't
Backfield mate
worked together
Rajahn Bass
very
much .
ripped off a
Gonzalez said
33-yard run
the group was gelling victimized early by r and backup Ryan Hartley ran for 20 yards on
Shippensburg's spinning techniques. But the one of his three ru~hes.
Rec.J Rajders were only returning two stane!'ll on
If JMU allowed Shippensburg to do th1s,
the defensive line, and let's not forget - they
what is it going to do when It faces All· Yankee
are a Divi 10n II team. That means they have a Conference runn1ng backs Andre Pam of the
lot Je ·s talent to work with than the Dukes, and
University of P1.1a1ne, Tory Taylor of the
they don't have the scholarships to offer that
University of Connecticut or bru1s1ng semor
JMU does
fullback Anthony Cowsette of Villanova
JMU's defense is young, too, and they held
University?
Shippen~burg scoreless. but that's what they are
Another telling occurrence on Saturday was
supposed to do. And just because the Red that the JMU starters never left the game.
Ra1ders didn't score doesn' t mean they didn't Senior Dee Townes went the distance at
move the ball ; they just faltered in the red zone, tailback. the wide receivers used a four-mao
and then were snake bitten by penalties a few
rotation and Gon.talez never left the game.
umes.
Freshman quarterback Greg Maddox began
Then, there was the Dukes' defense against
warming up with about four minutes lefl , but
the run. Last season, JMU was manhandled for the Dukes ne\'er made It back on offense. I'm
240 yards per game on the ground, good for last sure Wood expected h1s starters to play no more

than three quarters. but he Wa.<in't afforded that
luxury. The g~me stayed within reach, and the
starters stayed 1n.
While this opener wasn't typ1cal of those
we've seen in recent years. there's no reason to
throw in the towel on !his season. Teams have
bad game • and the Dukes only had half of one.
The line will only get better. It ha.~ only been
together a short time, and more practice and
more game situations will beater prepare the
player$
The runnin~ game will get a big boost very
soon Semor tailback Kelvm Jeter, Sidelined for
precautionary reasons against Shippensburg,
will return next week if things go according to
Wood's plan. Jeter brings lightning speed to the
offense and can tum a swing pass into a 60 yard
touchdown.
I a~ked Gonzalez last week if he was lookiflg
forward to getting Jeter back. His response? An
emphatic "Hell yeah!"
The defense is confident after shutting out
the Red Raiders, and With such a young group
the early confidence is a big boost. Can it solve
the nddl.e of the run ? Only time will tell ,
although 1t seems the change would have to be
M:hematic if it is to solve anything. It's not hke
the Dulce have William "the Refrigerator"
Perry waiting in the wings to shore up the run
defense.
So, more practice, more time and more
experience should solve most of the problems
for the Dukes. and all will be OK.
If only McNeese State weren't next week.
John M. Taylor is a stnior in tht process of
btcoming a mass commumcatlon.s major. He is
also tht assistant sports editor He can't btlit\'t
ht lws bun htn long tnough to su four homt
optntrs

Dukes overcome downpour, Delaware in 7-0 win
Everybody contributed as JMU prepared for Its
upcoming conference matchup with East Carolina
by Seth Burton
contributing writer:._
Somewhere. at sometime ,
someone associated w1th the
JMU/Sheraton Hotel In vitatiOnal
Soccer Tournament must have up!iet
Mother Nature.
On the belated first day of the
tourruunent, the elements once agam
wreaked havoc. Hurricane Fra n
forced the postponement o f
Saturday's games. and 34 m~nute s
1nto the openmg half of the JMU
men's soccer team's match Sunday
agn1n't the University of Delaware
Sunday. play wa~ halted because of
lightning and resumed 35 mtnutes
later. At the time, the Dukes led 5-0.
By the time the near three· hour
game was complete, the No . 15
Dukes had handed the Blue Hens a 70 drubbing at Reservoir Street Field.
"We came out !trong and intense
to play," sophomore forward Mike
Brizendine said. " But between the
rotn and the quick five goals, some of
the intensity was lost."
Afler the delay. play resumed with
the Dukes (2-0) starting right where
they left off. With 7:35 left in the
first half, Brizendine received a pass
from junior midfielder Trevor Hirst
on the left wing. Brizendine crossed
the ball to sophomore midfielder
John Rutland who tapped it in to give
the Dukes a 6-0 lead going into the

I

-

break.

The Dukes controlled the tempo
of the game from the opening kick,

with sophomore defender Umesh
Vemuri startJOg the offens1ve strikes
from the backfield
Junior forward Jake Edwards got
the Dukes on the coreboard II
minutes Into the ga me when he
collected a cross from sophomore
midfielder Kosta Bournelis at the top
of the goal box. He then touched it
past a Delaware defender and blasted
the ball past Blue Hen sophomore
goalkeeper Joaqum Hurtado and into
the lower right comer of the net.
"We felt we needed to get off to a
fast start," JMU head coach Tom
Manin said. "We felt if we got off to
a fa~t start, the game could be over in
the first half."
Seven m1nutes later. se ni or
forward Jan Takatnlo seemed to take
the Delaware goalkeeper by surprise
when he arched a high, lofling shot
from about 30 yards out on the right
si deline. The shot sailed over
Hurtado and 1nto the goal, and the
rout was on.
"We just came out hard and ready
to play," sophomore m1dfielder
Kevin Knight said.
During the next SIX m1nutes, the
Dukes scored three more times, with
senior forward Geoff Honeysett,
senior midfrtlder Sipi Savolainen and
Knight all finding the back of the net.
" Delaware plays a unique style,
where they drop off of us," Martin
said. "They play preu ure defense
and look to counter off of our
mistakes. Once we got a goal, they
had to open up and play, and it

became a different game."
The Dukes tarted the second half
with only three starters on the field,
but they didn ' t miss a beat. They
controlled po session, tapping passes
back and forth as the Delaware
players chased the ball like Blue
Hens with their heads chopped off.
"We got a couple of good goals
and a couple of lucky goals,.. Martin
said. ''So the game was decided in
the fi rst half In the second we just
basically played keep-away and tned
to work some thmgs in and let some
guys play."
JMU goalkeepers Barry Purcell,
Eric Hymowm and Bill DuRoss
combined for the shutout, as none of
them were ever severely tested.
Freshman
forward
Chris
McSweeney put the fini shing touches
on the VICtory when freshman
defender Kjani Antonsson knocked
the ball from the a1r and pushed it up
to the streakmg McSweeney .
McSweeney poked the ball past
Delaware backup goalkeeper David
Owens to make it 7-0.
"I w1sh the game was a little more
competitive," Martin said. "But the
important thing was for us to gel one
game in since the hurricane wiped
one out. It wa.'i good for us to get the
work in."
The Dukes will be thankful for the
work when they begin their tough
Colonial Athletic Association
schedule Saturday against East
Carolina University at Reservoir
Street Field at I p.m.

JCYLE BUSSI.HIIior ,._,t"tJppvr
Sophomore mldftelder Jon Rutt.nd ehWda the bel from a De1aw8re
player durfnC the team.' contMt s.ntay at Re~enolr Streot Flald.
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FIELI> II()('KE\'
Dukes get first win
The Dukes split a two-game stand with Wake'
Forest University and Miami (Ohio) University
this weekend in Wino;ton Salem, N.C.
JMU, wh1ch lost it~o contest against Wake
Forest 2-1 Saturday, bounced back with a 3-1
VIctory over Miam1 Sunday. The Dukes, who
dropped the1r sea!!on opener to the Umversity
of North Carolina 6-0, 1mproved their record to
1-2.
Three different players scored for the fourthranked Dukes agamst Miam1, mcludmg sen1or
defender Karen Zarchin·., game-winner in the
55th mmute of play Fre!ihmen Sara Perilla and
Julie We"" al'>o tall1ed the first goal!. of their
colleg1ate careers.
The Dul.;e.\ dominated the conte t statistically
by takmg 54 shots and 19 corners. Miami
managed only six shots and one comer.
In Saturday's game ngamst Wake Forest, the
Demon Deacons bu11t a 2-0 haJfume lead and
denied a JMU rally to record the 2- 1 victory.
The Dukes outshot WPU 18-15 and had seven
corner!i to the Deacons five. but only managed
u second half goal by junior forward Dianne
Cegie l~i.

The Dukes will host Virginia Commonwealth
University Sept. II at 7.30 p.m. in the team's
firM Colonial Athletic Association contest of

the season.

V <>I , I . E\ . B ,. \

I,I.

Dukes go 3-1 in High IQ Classic
The women's volleyball team went 3-1 in the
High IQ Classic held at the College of William
& Mary in William~oburg.
The Duke..'>, who improved the1r sea..\on record
to 6-2, defeated the Umvcrsity of Delaware
Friday 3-0 with games of I.5-I 0, I5- 10 and 1917.
In 1ts first game Saturday, JMU handed
Bowling Green Un1ver<;ny a 3-1 loss. claiming
the senes With scores of 1.5-3, 7-15. 15-8 and
I .5-1 0. The Duke~ c;uffered their only loss of the
tournament with a 3-0 IO'>S (15 8. 1.5-3, 1.5-3) to
Northwestern Umver<;•ty Saturday.
Freshman Lindsay Collingwood was the only
Duke named to the All-Tournament Team.
The Duke!> will next travel to Bu1es Creek,
N.C., for the Campbell Class1c Sept. 20-2 1.

(; \ ' i\ IN ,\ S ·r I< , S
Gymnasts honored
The College Gymnastics Associat ion
honored the women's gymnastics team for its
members' scholastic achievements by mung the
team 15th in the country w1th a collective grode

point average of 3.207.
Nine members of the Dukes' women·~ team
and one member of the men 's team were
recogn• zed
for
their
individ ual
accomplishments in the classroom.
Included in the honorees Is senior Ken
Erazmus, a kinesiology/sport miinagement
major who earned a 4.0 GPA as a junior.
Erazmus. who was honored as JMU's Female
Scholar Athlete of the Year for the 199.5-'96
school year, has etu11ed All-American ScholarAthlete honors for two consecutive years.
Joining Emzmus on last year's AII-Amenca
team were 1996 graduate Kimberly Kupka,
c;emors Rebecca Kabat and Kathy A1ken, JUnior
Elizabeth Sullivan and sophomores Jill
Hornung. Cathy G1rouaJd, Barry Th1bodeau.
Mara Clamage and Jon Randall Frederick
Kabat and Sulli van were repeat elecuons.

Dukes upset Vandy
Junior forw8Jd Tasha Ellis' three goals and
one assist led the women's soccer team to a 4-3
victory ove r the 17th-ranked Vanderbilt
University Commodores Sunday in NB!ihville,
Tenn.
After trailing the Commodores 2- 1 at
halftime, the Dukes (2· 1) tallied their fourth,
and consequently the game-winning goal from
senior forward Julie Mason 10 the 78th minute.

In the Dukes' past two game.• Ellis. the
team's leading scorer. has ~cored four goals and
collected one OS'\I!il.
JMU goalkeepers St.aey Bilodeau and Beth
Mangh1 11plit time for the second·straight game.
Bilodeau, a jun1or who started 24 of 2.5 games
in 199.5, recorded 1hree save!) in the fir.lt half of
the game against the Commodores. Mangh1, a
sophomore. played in the second half and made
10 saves.
The Dukes will next host the JMU/Sheraton
Four Points Hotel Invitational tournament Sept
13-1.5 at Reservoir Street Field. JMU w1ll play
Umver<;ity of Maryland Sept. 13 at 4 p.m. and
Pnnceton University SepL 1.5 at 2 p.m.

Dukes claim tourney title
The "-Omen's golf team shot rounds of 333
and 317 en route to the Tina Bamu/Longwood
Invitational tournament title. The Dukes were
led by Danielle Zahaba (80-78; I .58) and
Kristin Dollenberg (84-78; 162), who placed
second and third, respectively.

The men's golf team placed fifth 1n the
Seton Hall Pirate Invitational Tournament held
this weekend in Jackson, N.J.
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s,rtnc lfeak 't1 - Sell trlps, eam
cash & &0 lreel STS is htrln&
campus reps/aroup Ol&Anlzers to
ptOmOto tnps to Cancun. Jarnak:a.
& Aonda . Call (800)648-4849 for
Info on Jolnlna Amenca 's
student tour operator.

u

Attentloft all stvdental Grants &
scholarships available from
sponsors! No repayments, evert
ssscasn for college$$$ For tniQ,
(800)24~2435.

~ Alpha

Phil
Award wtnMft fof
hcalenca 1ft SU~ndarde
ProclwnmlnC Mel
MemberR~

Mel one of tM to, ten llonaors
to the A O ~ fof till
pelt two ~I Way to 101 •

..-uno.~tM
~of ttn.nclnt

Patio dat• wantacl - Top dollar
pakl. Clothlni. )ewetry. tapestrieS,
posters, sweaters Native Cotton,
(540)951 5223 or 953 ·4072
before 8:30.

Ill (70S)S4N41S.

To pUice a claMitled .Sin
n.. ar..., please come
to The Breeze office In the
basement of Anlhon}'-See&er Hall.
weekdays 8 a.m.·5 p.m

bullneM opportunftlee • wortc«·
llwM ~. CCMblct tM
letter lueiMM .....,Inc..

Ctllldoara for faculty clllllllren Afternoons,
transportation
required. x3068

time. At home. Toll free (800)89&
9778 e1Cl.T3727
ltsttrcs.

rex

HOTtel

Few , . . lnfonNrttoft Mel

Cl eanlnC peraon - Faculty
member's home. Transportation
requtred. x3068

SERVICES

tl,OOOa poulble typlnt - Part·

Lata nlfht atullly saaalon? Stay
awakal
All ·natural,
doctor
recommended herbal be~eraae
promotes
alartneu
&
concentrlltiOn Get UVou&JI the day
atter that all-fllltltert Money back
&Uif8t'lteel Call Rob, 432 9333.

St
- pt.-9. 1-996-3
5' ;

SPRING BREAK
'

l prl nl Braak '17 - Earn c aatll
Hl&hest commlutona/lowest
prices! Travel tree on only 13
sales! free lnlol Sunsplash.
(800)428-7710.
.sunsplasntours com

WANTED
WANTI!OI Campus marketlnc
,.... Easy money SSSS. Campus
Custom Resources , Unltd. 433·
3734
Hard·w orkl nc ( raduata stu dent
volunteer want~ to woe1< on Slnlll
horse farm In exchange for rld1na
ume/lessons. Opportunity to work
w1th lfee broke horses Call 433-

9087.

Chlldcare - Looktni for student
w1lh dayt1mas free to care for our
tnlant & todt11er 2S hrs/Wk S15Q..
$175 depending on experience.
Non smoker. provide your own
transportation. Infant/child CPR
certifiCation preferred Can work 4
momln&S ex 3 full days until 3p.m.
433-5578

Sk)1Hvel Ltam to akydlvel It's a
blastl Skydlve Orange, (540)942·
3871.

Loc*lnt fOf toniiOM to car poof
w1th from ChllflottesvHie MWF. Call
(804)9746140, Debbie.

N11d low coat student haaltll
lnaurance? Call today for
Information. Ask for Bruce Allen.
(800)621-3863 or (804)973-3731

PERSONALS

Attentloft - Excellent Income for
home assembly work. Info,
(!504)64~1700 DEPT. VA~806

Fr11hmen - Brine your car to
colteee. Pll'k1na neAt to JMU. 4332126

Loweat prl c ttl - ' Imprinted
aportawear, promotlonet Items,
etc. Campus Custom Resources,
Unltd 433-3734

,._. more money? Stan your own
business With the fastest i'OW1n&
company In the fastest &rowtng
industry In the world . No
expenence necessary. Easy to do
Be your own boss & wo111 your own
hours Immediate cash Income.
Long term tas1duat 1ncome . Just
get lh8 facts! Call J.G., (540)564
1837
Anyone lntaraatalll In p addllnC

Yrtlttewater? Call Chris. 574-3529

COMMUTER
STUDENTS
Have you filled out
a BLUE CARD?
You must do this by

5 p.m.
TOMORROW
or a hold
will be placed
on your account!

..

~

!
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Relax in YOUR OWN.
TUB
at
.
South View Apartments
Stop by
The Commons
="' ."'· fRental Office,
• Dotlble Beds in each bedroom
... """~:, or Call 432-0600,
• Full size Was~er and Dryer ;:-t;,~
or haVe your
Each furnished Luxury
4 Bedroom 4 Bathroom
,. Apartment come~ with:

•

;
f.

• Telephone & Cable hookups .,~~
in each bedroom & the living room
• Oversized Closets
OFFICE HOURS
• Built-in microwave oven
Mon.- Fri. 9- 5:30
and by appointment
• Garbage disposal
• Full size Dishwasher
869 B Port Republic Rd.
• Bus Service
432-0600

.

,

,

parents
call us toll free at
l-800-JMU-8761
and make a
move to luxury!

J ~------------------------------~--------~
I

